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CHARLES SUMNER SUPREME
BORN HUNDRED

YEARSi

COURT GRIEF IN STORE CHIEF JUSTICE POPE ON THE

SESSION AT
SANTA FE

GO

WILL BE CELEBRATED FIRST OF TRIO OF
CENTENARIES

TOMORROW

FOR MEDICINE

AFFIRMED WILL SUPREME COURT WILL DECIDE
WHETHER ITS CONTRACTS
TAKE RECESS ON ACCOUNT
VIOLATE SHERMAN LAW
OF STATEHOOD CAMPAIGN

Santa Fe, N. M, Jan. 5. The suBoston, Mass, Jan. 4. Eighteen
Washington, Jan. 5. Do contracts
to
hundred and eleven was the natal preme court of New Mexico met on
prevent "cut rates" in proprietary
year of many Americans who were Tuesday In adjourned session for the medicines violate the Sherman anti
destined to win distinction, some of term of 1910 and disposed of the trust law or the common law in re
straint of trade?
whom established a reputation which following cases:
That question was argued yesterday
No. 133L Mrs. W. B. Childers, ex
extended beyond their own country
before
the supreme court of the United
Into Europe. Of these notable Ameri- ecutrix, vs. Frank A. Hubbell. Order
States.
Upon the decision ot the
cans whose centenaries will be cele- entered vacating order of September court Is said to
deepnd the continua
brated during the present year, the 1, overruling motion to offset
rates" in proprietary
"cut
tion
of
No. 1371. Territory of New Mexico
three of widest reputation
In the United States. It
were
docket medicines
Charles Sumner, Horace Greeley and vs. Manuel Chacon. Ordered
will be several weeks before
probably
court below
Wendell Phillips, all natives of New ed and judgment of the
the court will announce its, decision,
affirmed. Sentence not less than one
The question, was brought before
England.
more than three years In the
The first of the centenaries will nor
the court by the Dr. Miles Medical
come tomorrow, which will bo the penitentiary.
of Elkhart, Indiana. A few
The Territory of New company,
,No. 1372.
one hundredth anniversary
that company entered Into
of the Mexico vs.
ago,
years
Daniel Riley. Case orbirth of .Charles Sumner, who has
certain contracts with dealers in med
of
dered docketed and the judgment
been classed among America's great
icines throughout the country. Those
Sentence
the court below affirmed.
Janu-arwere not contracts of sale, so the
In
Born
Boston,
not less than two nor more than three
6, 1811, Sumner became' a gradcompany now contends, but contracts
of consignment, under which the deal
uate of Harvard In 1830. The next years.
All cases and motions pending and
era did not become the owners of the
entered
law
he
the
Harvard
year
undisposed of were continued for the
but did become agents of
medicines,
school, where he studied under the term. The court then
adjourned sine the
renowned Judge Joseph Story. He
company. One of the conditions
die.
contracts was that the dealers
of
the
spent the years from 1837 to 1840
The January term of 1911 of the
should sell only to certain persons
abroad, studying In London, Berlin,
court convened
and at certain prices.
Paris and other European centers, supreme with Chief Justiceyesterday
William
morning
John D. Parks and Sons company
and. becoming acquainted with the
H. Pope presiding and Associate Jusof
men
His
Cincinnati, Ohio, did not enter into
of Europe.
leading public
tices John R. McFie, Ira A. Abbott, a contract
with the Dr. Mi'es Medical
studies and tastes led him toward
Morrit C
Mechem,' Edward R.
but the latter charges the
company,
politics and the law. He became InWright and Clarence J. Roberts; F. Cincinnati firm with inducing others
terested very early in the
and
W. Clancy, attorney general,
to
who did make such contracts
movement- On November 6, 1850,
United States Marshal C. M. Foraker
break the conditions concerning per
In Faneuil hall, soon after the passrepresented by Deputy U. S. Marshal sons and
price. The manufacturing
age of the fugitive slave law, he de- I. L.
Chaves; Jose D. Sena, supreme
went into the courts asking
livered a speech on that subject which
company
Juscourt clerk, present. Assolcate
for an Injunction against the Cincinled to his election to the United
tice Frank W- - Parker did not arrive nati firm to
prevent it from procuring
States senate.
until late in the day.
contract violations and from selling
In the senate it was with difficulty
The court disposed of the follow the medicine at cut rates.
that Sumner found an opportunity to
motions:
ing
Justice Lurton, then on the circuit
speak upon his "one idea." On AuNo. 1266. Modern Woodmen oftne
announced the opinion of the
bench,
gust 26, 1852, he made his celebratWorld, vs. Cordelia Erwin. The mo- United States circuit court of
appeals
ed speech for the "Repeal of the Fution to recall the mandate was over for
the Sixth circuit, in which, the in
gitive Slave Law." In 185G he de- ruled.
junction requested by the manufactur
livered his speech in the senate on
No. 1306. Territory of New Mexico
er was denied. The case was appeal- "The Crime Against Kansas," the
appellee, vs. Antonio Pettlne, tor to the supreme court, and Frank F.
was
assaulted
for
which
he
speech
f murder, appelant on appeal from
by Senator Brooks. For four years the district court ot Bernalillo coun Reed and Edward S. Roger3 presented a brief In support of the position
thereafter Sumner was absent from
Appellant given until January taken
bis seat In the senate. He returned ty.
by the Dr. Miles Medical com23 to file additional briefaIn 1860, and In the notable session ot
Alton B. Parker and William
pany.
The court
the bar exJ.
Shroder
that and the fol.'owing year he was
filed a brief for the John
aminers, W. J. Lucas, of Las Vegas; D. Park & Sons
a strong: opponent of any onh of Julius
company.
Staab, of Albuquerque, and C.
In the brief for the manufacturer
compromise.
C. Catron, of Santa Fe.
was argued that the lower court
In other phases of Sumner's public
The bar examiners admitted the it
career he filled an important place
had erred in holding that even if the
to practice before the New
contracts were construed as contracts
in the history of his country. But following
Mexico bar, on certificates f practice
these have almost been forgotten in In
of
consignment or agency that they
Fred Sherother jurisdictions:
y
were void because in restraint
the light of his career as an
of
R.
James
W.
Edward
man,
Holmes,
advocate and statesman.
both at comon law and under
trade,
Edward
Jaffie, Fred L.
Burgan,
From 1861 to 1872 he was chairman
law.
the Sherman anti-truMechem, Blake Franklin, Charles A.
In the first place it was argued in
of the senate committee on foreign
Donald
V.
B.
Smith,
Johnson, Henry
the brief that contracts between a
relations, and in that position he
MM. Robertson, Berry
contributed materially to the ' litera- Whltespoon,
principal and an agent were not in
L.
Strange, James W. Norment, restraint of
ture of International law. His great
trade, whatever condiHarry D. Moulton and J. Ellis tions were included
in the contracts.
speech on the "Trent Affair,' deliv- Walker.
ered in the senate in 1862, Is classed
was contended that
The supreme court has been re- Furthermore, it
seamong his ablest productions.
a number of members of the medicines embodied trade
When the war was concluded, Sum- quested by
crets
from
of
nature
the
and
very
the bar to take a recess until after
ner ardently supported the policv of
the articles the owner of the secrets
election upon the constitution, in
the
was entitled to a monopoly ' therein.
conciliation and amnesty. His death
order that attorneys detained by the
occurred in Washington, March li,
In the brief prepared by. Mr. Par
session may participate in the cam1874.
and Mr. Shroder it was argued
ker
now in progress.' The court,
The New England Suffrage League paign
the courts could not insure an
that
recognizing the importance of the
and various other organizations of election
in proprietarj
and the reasonableness of unnecessary monopoly
Boston have made elaborate preparamedicin' s. It was argued that the
this request, has made the following
tions for the observance of the Summanufacturer was asking for a proannouncement:
ner centenary.
tection granted only to patented ar
Beginning with a
"The docket for the present week
o the
ticles, without subscribing
meeting in Faneuil hall tonight, with will be heard as set.
condition Imposed upon patented ar
Archbishop O'Connell and other noted
"The cases set for January 9th and
men as speakers, the celebration will
10th will be advanced for argument, ticles, name'y that they will become
available to the public after a few
be continued over tomorrow. A fea or submission on
Saturday; January
were
ture of tomorrow's program will be 7th.
years. Extended arguments
in
brief
to
show
the
that
presented
public memorial exercises at the
"Upon the latter day a recess will the contracts
Bowdoln school, which stands on the be
violated the commoi.
taken until Monday, January 23d,
site where Sumner was born.
at 10 a. m., when the remaining cases law and the Sherman act.
will stand for argument in numerical order, three being set for each
1100 Reward. $100
WEAK, COLD SPELLS
The readers of this paper will be day, including Saturdays.
N. C Mrs. Cora L.
Wilmington,
terms of court In some of Ritter, of this place! says: "I used
pleased to learn that mere is at
"Special
least one dreaded disease that science the districts will necessitate a fur- to
have headaches, and b'ind dizzy
has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's ther adjournment on February fourth. spells, and weak cold spells went all
f!ntn.rrh Cure la the onl7 OOSltlve cure
"The advancement of cases to the over me. I had different doctors, but
now known to the medicinal frater- present week for argument and where they were unable to tell me whai was
nity, catarrh being a constitutional practicable, the, submission of cases
wrong, so I began to take Cardui. I
a constitutional
requires
disease,
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken upon briefs during the recess about am now all right, in good health, and
Internally, acting directly upon the to be taken, is invited from the bar better than I have been for 10 years."
blood and mucous surfaces of the In order to relieve the pressure upon Cardui is a remedy for women, which
nvatem. thereby destroying the foun- the docket for the two weeks' session
women for neardation of the disease, and giving the beginning January 23 and in the in- has been helping sick
You
a
can
lifetime.
the
ly
absolutely rely
up
patient strength by buildingnature In terest of a prompt dispatch of the
constitution and assisting
upon It. Other people have done the
doing l4s work. The proprietors have business."
testing, and you should profit by
so much raitn in its curative powers
their
experience. Cardui has benefitthat they offer One Hundred Dollars
ed a million women. Why not you?
Foley Kidney Pills
for any case that It fails to cure
Are tonic in 'action, quick in re- Begin taking Cardui today.
fnr list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To- - sults. A special medicine for all
kidney and bladder disorders. Mary
O.
C. Abbott, Wolfeboro, N. H., says:
ALDRICH NOW GOVERNOR
Sold by Druggists, 75c
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- "I was afflicted with a bad case of
Neb., Jan. 4. Simple cereLincoln,
to
acid
urio
that
my
rheumatism, due
stipation.
monies
marked
the inauguration of
of
out
to
clear
my
kidneys failed
blood. I was so lame In my feet, Chester H. Aldrich as governor of
If you are suffering from bilious- joints and back that it was agony for Nebraska today. There was even less
Kidney formality in the change of other state
ness, constipation, indigestion, chron- me to step. I used FoleyI was
able
ic headache, Invest one cent In a pos- Pills for three days when
and the officers. A publio reception was held
tal card, send to Chamberlain Medi- ti get up uxiall move about
gone. This great at the stat9 house, out the customary
cine Co., Des Moines, Iowa, with your pains were
Inaugural ball was omitted out of dename and address plainly on the back, change In condition I owe to Foley
them to ference to the wishes of the new
and they will forward you a free sam- Kidney Pills and recommend
Stomach and anr one suffering as I have." O. G. governor.
ple of Chamberlain's
Sold
ablets.
by all druggists. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Liver
anti-slaver- y

-

anti-slaver-
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"Glove Fitting
Corsets
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Calm and Dispassionate Review of Fundamentel Law

'By Learned Jurist

TRUST?

CASES

TWO

MERITS OF THE CONSTITUTION

'

Santa Fe, N- - M., Jan. 5. Chief
Justice William H. Pope, of the New
Mexico supreme court, who is here
to preside over the deliberations ot
the session of that august body, in
an interview in the New Mexican of
'
last evening, reviews at considerable length the fundamental law for
the proposed state of New Mexico recently framed by the constitutional
convention. Justice Pope says:
"Pressure of Jury trials has enabled me only within the last week
to give such an examination to the
proposed constitution as Justifies a
definite opinion from me as to its
merits. The result of that consideration is an unqualified endorsement of
it and an earnest desire that it shall
be adopted by the people. I do not
think there is any substantial differ
ence of opinion among our people
as to the desirability of statehood.
The long and earnest efforts to that
end, beginning almost lmmedialetj
after the treaty of 1848 and evidenced by resolutions from our territorial
legislatures at almost every session
asking for statehood show it is the
earnest desire of the people of New
Mexico that we shall have the degree
of
resulting from a
state form of government. The ouly
real question which seriously divides
our people at this time is whether
the constitution is of such a ciaarcter
as insures, us in a reasonable degree
or
the blessings of
whether It so unreasonably abridges
those blepsmgs as to make preferable a co.' tlnuance of rur territorial
government, in the tope that later
vc shall secure a fuller degree ot
My consideration of
the constitution leads me unhesitatingly to adopt tee former view. Of
course, in the determination of the
merit of all legislation there are
three consideration:
First, the
good there is in it; second, the bad
there is in it, and third, the good
that miight have been in it but was
omitted.
"Many of the leading men have
been recently pointing out special
features that deserve praise. I concur in much that these have Bald. In
my examination, however, I have
been especially imprWsed with the
safeguards put about legislation and
of the superiority which this status
will give us over present conditions.
Among these are the provisions that
the subject of any bill shall be
clearly expressed in the title; that
no bill embracing more than one subject (except general appropriation
and law revision bills) shall be passexcept
ed; that all appropriations
for expenses required by existing
laws shall be made by separate bills;
that no law shall be revised as
amended by reference only; that no
special laws shall be enacted where
a general law can be made applicable; that no law shall be enacted
remitting any fine, penalty or judgment aaginst any officer or validating
any illegal use of public funds; that
no law shall be enacted giving extra
compensation to any public officer
or agent after services are rendered;
that no member of the legislature
be ' eliigble
shall during his term
to office; that no act of the legislature shall affect any pending case
and that there shall exist the power
to veto part of an appropriation bill-Iwould be tedious to point out the
numerous instances in our territorial history where the absence of controlling provisions such as those Just
mentioned have worked a grievous
injustice. It Is within the knowledge
of bar and bench alike that many
cases In the courts, barred by statutes of limitation or defeated by a
failure of litigants or their counsel
to comply with saltutary rules of procedure have been legislated to a successful conclusion by the interposition of the legislature. The outcome
of more than one case has thus depended not upon the strength of the
cause but the strength of the litigants in legislative halls. Very often,
such aid has been secured not by
an act whose purpose was honestly
disclosed by the title but by a provision skilfully concealed in some sequestered corner of an appropriation
measure or other lengthy bill. All
these and other evils too numerous
to mention are obviated by the proposed constitution. I think that any
one who examines Article 4, entitled
Legislative Department, will agree
with me that it is difficult to conceive of more complete safeguard
against oppressive legislation.
"As to the bad .that there is in the
constittuion, I have in the endeavor
to find whether there was sufficient
of this to make the instrument unworthy of support, carefully considered the objections made by the re
t

cent democratic convention and also
with characteristic eloquence urged
by Mr. Fergusson. Among the objections Is the number of district
judges and the size of their salaries,
I speak of these two objections especially because of some familiarity
with the subject. I do not believe,
considering the great distances In
our territory, the present amount of
litigation, tbe prospects of Increasing property Interests and population
that eight trial Judges are too many.
Take the county of Chaves, for example. During the first eleven years
of its history (up to 1903) the total
number of civil cases filed in that
county was less than 500. During
the eleven years since 1903, the number of civil cases has been about
1.500- - I dare say that with statehood
the next seven years will see 3,000
filed. This condition Is typical of the
rest of the territory and shows the
wisdom of the convention in anticipating and providing for such an increase of business. I can hardly view
as serious the claim that the judicial
salaries are excessive. The present
salary of our judges, drawn in part
from the territorial treasury, is five
thousand dollars each. I violate no
confidence in saying that with traveling expenses to pay and other special
demands which the holding, of a high
office imposes' upon an incumbent, U
is impossible to do more than pay
expenses upon this judicial income.
The theory of our government ought
to be to draw to our bench men still
in the vigor of manhood, who can
handle the business with promptness
and with firm mental grasp. Such
men, out of office, would be laying
aside something for old age. I do
not believe the convention should
be criticized even if it allowed the
judges a similar scant margin.
"But, perhaps, the most violent
upon the proposed constitution
come from those who believe there
are good things which might have
been in it but have been omitted and
that therefore the constitution must
be rejected. Favoring statehood, conceding that the document has much
good in it, they would
indefinitely
postpone
statehood;
they would
meanwhile deny us the benefits which
the constitution confessedly does embody in order that by delay we may
possibly at some favorable date In
the future secure benefits which it
does not embody. I can not but believe this position illogical and ill
advised. It drops the substance in
seeking the shadow. It postpones a
condition that all want and that we
can attain because we cannot just
at this time get a little more. It
says we shall not take a step forward because we cannot take two"I leave to the others who have
dealt with the subject the application
of this character of logic to the omis
sion from the constitution of the
and the recall. There ts one
subject, however, upon which I feel
privileged to speak and that is the opposition to the constitution from certain friends of prohibition because of
the failure of the constitution to submit as part of the constitution
the
issue of state-wid- e
prohibition. I say
that I feel privileged to speak upon
this point because I live in the Pe
cos valley section which Is practlo
ally prohibition territory already, by
virtue of municipal ordinances, because I have by, public and private ub
terance sought to aid in bringing
about these results at home and be
cause while the constitutional convention was in session I was one of
those who wrote urging upon the convention the submission of the prohibition Issue. But the convention decided otherwise. If called together again
I believe it would Just now reach the
same conclusion. I cannot believe
that the
league should
by aiding to defeat the constitution
place upon the cause of temperance
the partial burden for such a result.
Tie temperance sentiment in our
territory is growing. The experience
of the PecoB valley Is in myi Judgment
daily 'demonstrating not only that the
absence of saloons is a benefit but
that laws to that end can be enforced
With this sentiment growing, the people of the new state will before long
have the opportunity to vote upon
the issue. When that time comes it
will be the duty of all to deal with
the matter calmly but courageously.
Meanwhile, I cannot feel that we
should refuse to erect the house because we cannot Just yet have all
the rooms In its we should like to have
These can be added later. I believe
that this view will in dealing with
this- matter prevail with the large
body of our people who while prohl- -

Our Sale Price

$350
u

-

MODEL 430

extreme length skirt which
has the
1 is responsible for the beautiful long, flowing hip lines that
new dress models.
are the distinctive feature of the most striking
430 is the corset
This is the figure you desire'to follow, and Model
and so
will find no Jother so decidely comfortable
you need-y- ou
of this corset is fine batiste, and
strictly rn vogue. The material
inches beyond the
to the long soft skirt which extends several
side hose supporters. The
boning, is attached two front and two
boning is guaranteed rust proof.
S very long- -it

close-fittin- g

WHOLESALE DEALERS- -

ar-tac-

ICO

TRADE

--

QNL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS

(Contlnued on Page Three)

IN NEW MEXICQT

SIX COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS
Dry Goods

Hardware,

Qroceries,

HAIL ORDERS

Implements,

Stoves,

SIX
Vehicles

"WZZS'

USES-3,

LAS VEGAS,

SANTA ROSA

ALBUQUERQUE,

Santa Fe,

-

Anti-Saloo- n

MARK

N. M.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Completely renovated and neatly furnished. Fireproof.
room steam heated.
European plan. Rooms $1.00 to $2.00 per day.
Meals 50 cents and up.

J. C

DIGNEO,

Every

Proprietor

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO,
Phone MeJn 227.

FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE

Brandies Whiskeys Wines
I

3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy

Apple Brandy
Apricot Brandy
5

Stars

Q. H. Mumms

Different Brands
of Bourbon and
Rye, so we have

17

your brand.

fc

Co.

Pommery

Great Western
Sauterners'
Virginia Dare

Claret

Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner
Imperial Ri ne Wine

California Brandy
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.

All Holiday Brands of Cigars

OPERA OAR

PHONE TO
MAlNb 110

1
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WILL FflRRin IISFlM indigestion

nr
ur

in.Z"""

AKMUHItS

FOR RINKS
JNDERSTOnn

""JUTANT

GEN- -

BROOKES IS
SUCH AN ORDER

It is understood from
Information
given by peraona who are close
to
Adjutant Genera! A. S.
Brookes, in
me rsew Mexico nation.
aJ guard, that ..
"
an or-W prohibiting the preparing
leasing of ar- mie8 tor use as skating rinks Gennot opposed to the
uiw or ine buildings for festivals
and dances when properly
condor
but it
said that he does not ap- e 01 me rental of the
buildings
jur BHaung rinks.
The order will affect Las
Vegas and
Albuquerque where the armories have
Deen used for rinks. Edward
Levy
has had a rink In operation in the
local armory for over three months.
He has run a first class place and
kept good order. Recently he asked
the permission of the armory board
to allow him to close the rink for several weeks, reopening in the early
spring and then continuing on his
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PEOPLE

7,000,000

STOIIACH DISOEDEB

stomach trouble and indigestion? A
dieted stomach gets the bluea and
grumbles. Give It a good eat, then
take Pape's Diapepsln to start the dl
gestlve juices working. There will on
no dyspepsia or belching of gas or
eructations of undigested food; no
feeling like a lump of lead in the stom
ach or heartburn, sick headache and
dizziness, and your food will not forment and poison your breath with
nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsln costs only 60 cents
for a large case at any drug store
here, and will relieve the most ob
stinate case of Indigestion and upset
stomach In five minutes.
There Is nothing else better to take
gas from stomach and cleanse the
stomach and intestines, and, besides,
one single dose will digest and pre
pare for assimilation Into the blood
all your food the same as a sound,
healthy stomach' would do it.
When Diapepsln works, your stom
ach rests gets Itself In order, cleans
up and then you feel like eating
when yon come to the table, and what
you eat will do you good.
Absolute relief from all Stomach
Misery is waiting for you as soon ss
you decide to take a little Dia
pepsln. Tell your druggist that you
want Pape's Diapepsln, because you
want to become thoroughly cured this
time.
Remember, If your stomach feels
out of order and uncomfortable now,
you can get relief in five minutes.

NEW YORK
MORE

THAN

TWO

-

-

THESE COME IN FROM THE
CITY'S SUBURBS

-

There are careful limitations upon the
powers of the legislature.
No special privileges and no exclusive
franchises can be granted.
The rate of taxation and the amount
of public indebtedness are limited and the
incurring of new indebtedness must be authorized by a vote of the people. In case
any law should be passed by the legislature
which is obnoxious to the people, they can,
by a petition signed by ten per centum of
the electors, have the law submitted at an
election for their approval or rejection.
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All public monies must be deposited on
Interest, in banks in New Mexico, which
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The income from the rentals and sales
of this land would furnish a large revenue
for the support of the schools and public
Institutions and very much decrease the
burjen of taxation.

A careful reading of

the Constitution

that every subject of government has been carefully provided for, and
that if the people should desire any changes
to meet present or new conditions, they
can amend the constitution, except as to
elective franchise and certain other rights,
by a majority vote.
will show

.

There are always publio enemies.
There are always people who are dissatisfied with everything that may be proposed.
There are certain democrats who are opposed to the admission of New Mexico as a
state under a Republican administration;
and there are always irresponsible demagogues trying to deceive the people.
They are all public enemies of the

peo-

they are the only
ones opposing the ratification of this conple of New Mexico and

stitution.
Many false statesment have been made
but no one has been able to point out a
single section whioh Is not for the best
interests of the people and fair to all alike.
i

One misstatement is about the publio
debt to be assumed by the state. The facts
are:

It is charged that the expense of a
state government will cause Increased
It is true that there will be addition-

Mexico

for that purpose.

I

The schedule continues in force, until
repealed by the legislature, all the laws of
the territory of New Mexico no in conflict
with the Constitution.

trusts,
There are provisions against
monopolies and combinations in restraint
of trade.

corporation com
mission will enforce its orders through direct application to the supreme court of
the State, which will be always in session

states, the New

......

sible so that these lands may be selected
before all the good public lands are disposed of.

This commission will have power not
only to fix Tates and charges, but to compel
the railroads to furnish adequate transportation facilttes and to provide and maintain depots, sidings and agents for the convenience of the public

The plan for the regulation of rates ot
railroads and common carriers Is believed
to be the best and moat effective yet adopt- ed by any state. Instead of the slow process of appeal and litigation through the
several courts, which prevails in other

It is of the utmost importance that New
Mexico should be admitted aa soon as pos-

succeed

The Enabling Act requires the State to
assume the debts of the Territory of New
Mexico and of the several counties thereof,
Including certain railroad aid bonds of Santa Fe and Grant counties. The Constitution declares that the State will assumo
these debts and issue bonds therefor; but
it also provides that a tax be levied on the
property in each county to pay the interest
and sinking; fund for that oountr's share
of the bonds. Each county will pay its own
debt and will not have to pay any portion
of the debt of any other county.
The railroad aid bonds will be paid out
-- of the proceeds of rentals and sale of one
million acres of land granted by congress
,
for that purpose.
'
of
Commissioner
Lands
Publio
of
The
New Mexico states that he can sell enough
of that land immediately to pay off the
bonds and that there will remain abont
650,000 acres which will go to maintain the
public schools. So the people will lose nothing by the
payment of these debts, the counties will
get the benefit of lower rates of interest
and the school fund will be enriched by
many millions of dollars.

Corporations are to be under the regulation and control of a state corporation
commission to be elected by the people.

The Enabling Act grants to the state
for the schools and state institutions about
5,750,000 acres of land and a certain portion of the proceeds of sales of all publio
lands within the stale.

Judges, district attorneys and practically all officers are to be elected; and generally they can not immediately
themselves In office.

'

ment

There must be uniform system cf text
books for all public schools and they must
not be changed oftener than once in six
years.

x

the United States.

not too high a price to pay for lndepend-ence.
The experience of the people of other
states proves that the additional expense is
much more than offset by the increased
value of all property under a state govern- -

Ample provision is made for the maintenance and support of the public school
system. Means are provided for holding at
least five months of school each year in
every outlying district where the limit of
local taxation would not furnish sufficient
funds.

The one hundred delegates to the convention were chosen representatives of the
people of every locality in the territory.
They worked earnestly and faithfully for
fifty days preparing fundamental rules of
government which would secure and preserve the rights and liberties of the people.
They had before them the constitutions of
the forty-eistates of the American Union;
and from these and from their own know
ledge and experience, they adopted provisions whioh they believed best suited to
conditions in New Mexico. The result of
their deliberations is submitted to you as a
safe and adequate constitution for a great
sovereign state.

It contains everything necessary for' a
state government under the Constitution of

V 11
lb
iUl

01

will rurnlsh ample security therefor, the
interest to be paid Into the proper funds.

The Republican party of New Mexico,
having worked faltufully to secure the passage of the Enabling Act for the admission
of New Mexico, and believing that the
Constitution prepared by the convention is
the best so far adopted by any state of the
i
Union, heartily endorses that Constitution
and urges that you give it your approval on
election day.

V-

..,

fiWl

The constitution adopted by the convention which met in Santa Fe during October and November is now before you and
will be submitted for your ratification at
an election to be held on Saturday, January 21, 1911..

MILLION OF

New
Jan. 5 One thing
York,
from Which New Yorkers did not
swear oft on January first is commuting, since figures just compiled
show that this city's army of commuters is the largest in the world,
the number of dally travelers by city
and suburban transit lines being over
2,000,000. The population of the area
1
including those who do business in
the city is nearly 7,000,000. The exact figure is 6,486,097 which is more
than 1,000,000 greater than the population of Illinois, the third state in
the union. Including Chicago,
the
country's second city. This commutation district, consisting of the ter
ritory lying within thirty miles of
Times Square contains
of all the people In the continental
territory of the United States. It
equals the population of six large
southern states with 100,000 to spare.
It exceeds the combined population
six months' lease. This was granted,
of Virginia,
North Carolina and
verbally at least. What effect the
South Carolina by something over
order of General Brookes will have
1,000,000. Going west one finds that
on this arrangement is not known.
the metropolitan district of New
York has a greater population than
the eleven westernmost states with
CHIEF JUSTICE POPE
nearly 250,000 in population still unmatched, notwithstanding that two of
these states, Washington and Califor(Continued from Page Two)
nia, have more than 1,000,000 each.
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
bitionlsts are first of all progressive
Many foreign countries with armies
and navies and pretensions to being
and patriotic citizens.
world powers have smaller popula
"I think that the constitution will
A. H. Woods has bought the Ameri tes than New York's metropolitan
have a heavy majority in the Pecos
can rights or tne uerun opereua district. Among them are the Neth
valley. In Chaves and Eddy counties,
"Hotel Eva."
called
erlands, exclusive of colonies, with
I believe ninety per cent of those
Charles
Coghlan's
Box,"
The
5,591,700; Portugal with 5,423,000;
Royal
who vote will favor it.
The only
source of danger lies in a failure to play, is to be performed in New York Sweden with 5,294,000; Argentine Re
public 6,210,000; Chile, with 5,000,000;
get out the votes. A series of meet- in Yiddish.
Greece and iDenmark combined with
added
been
has
Roberts
,Theodore
before
the people the
ings bringing
an
Milton
aggregate population or. bdoui
Royle's
merits of the instrument would do to the cast of Edwin
while the district is within
5,000,000,
Call."
Silent
"The
much to overcome any existing play,
a few hundred thousand of all Belcom
to
the
this
I
is
Ii.
W.
of
believe
join
Abington
apathy.
meetings
kind are being planned with such pany playing Madame X," to play the gium. In view of these" surprising
figures it is not difficult 'to under
speakers as C. R. Price, G. A. Richard- role of Louis Floriot.
stand
the reason for the millions of
There is a
It Is said that Owen Davis thas writ
son, and K. K. Sott.
which are being spent here
dollars
wflicn
play,
very general desire over there to ten a psychological
for
improvements.
transportation
soon.
will
leadFrohman
and
other
Charles
produce
M.
hear H.
Dougherty
Annual Reports of Corporations
Rebecca of Sunnybrook, Farm" is
ers from this part of the territory
In connection with the annual re
who aided in the formation of the to be performed in London in the com
document In Curry and Roosevelt ing sprihg with the entire American ports of big corporations for which
the period around the first of the
counties, the conditions immediately company.
Blckel and Watson, principal come year is the open season, statisticians
following the convention were unfav1910," are to of th financial district lhav under
orable to the constitution. One or dians in "The Follies of under
the di taken a comparison of the relative
season
more delegates from eacli of these be starred next
- rection of P. Ziegfield, jr.
returns of various kinds of business.
pocunties .returned home actively
Mile. Lillina Nordioa has induced These figures show that merchandisT
there
that
tt
however,
find,
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jTVniiiO
is comparatively more profitable
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considerations.
small
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opinion that by election day.
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title
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TO THE.

TRADE DAILY IN

Why not get some now this m.v
ment and forever rid yourself of

'

It should
thing to those
ritorial form
desirability of

be unnecessary to say anywho have lived under a terof government, about the
statehood.

People in all ages have fought for
to govern
themselves.

their independence, the right

The people of New Mexico have struggled under a territorial government for over
sixty years and it speaks well for the character of the people and the wonderful natural resources of the country that there
has been a gradual Improvement during all
that time in education, in government, in
conditions of living and in everything that
makes for a higher and better civilization.
But during that time we have seen sue
cesslve waves of prosperity sweep over the
country, which have enriched the people
of our neighboring states but of which very
little crossed the barrier of territorial government Into New Mexico.
We want to elect our own governor,
Judges and other officers.
We want a voice in the election of the
president of the United States.
We need two senators and two repre-

sentatives in congress to see that New Mexico gets a square deal along with the other
states; that a fair share of the money ap-

for public impropriated by congress
provements be expended within the state;
and that the millions of acres of land withheld and tied up in reclamation and othei
projects, be thrown open to settlement at
the earliest possible moment.

The wise statesmen who negotiated thd
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which transferred this territory and Its inhabitants to
the United States, realized that the people
of New Mexico could not hope to achieve
their highest destiny . under1 a territorial
form of government They stipulated that
at the proper time New Mexico should be
admitted to the enjoyment of all the rights
and privileges of a sovereign state."

4k

After long years of waiting, the proper
time has come.

the 21st day of January,
occur the most important election
mac
every held by any people. Let no
think his vote will not be needed or that
for many year3 he will have another chance
to vote for statehood.
On Saturday

1911, will

taxa-tio-

al expenses. A careful estimate of the
saalrles of the state officers and of all exaddition- penses of the state shows that the
30c
about
per anto
amount
will
burden
al
num for each person in New Mexico or
of
eight cents on each one hundred dollars
actual value of property. Surely this Is

be a steady improvement in conditions for several months to come.
The holiday season has brought to
the big department stores the great
est volume of trade in their history.
The business of supplying entertain
theaters
ment through hotels and
which Is becoming continually more
exImportant in New York is in an
condition.
flourishing
ceptionally
Reports of the railroads and othertransportation companies show imdurlne the past few
nrnvomenLt
weeks. Many of the larger banks
have declared extra dividends show
uning that they have had a year of
Street
Wall
usual prosperity. Only
remains blue as the volume of business continues small, but its spirit
is indicated by the sign carried in
the brokers
parade In
which was printed the figures showing the amount of business ii 1901
as contrasted with 1910 and conclud

If you want to be freemen; if you want
to secure for your descendants the priceless heritage of liberty and equal rights
go to the polls on Saturday, January 21st
1911, and cast your vote "FOR THE CONSTITUTION."
REPUBLICAN CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
'
Santa Fe, N. M.
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ing "Can we come back.' You bet" day snowball, have
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disturbers if the reports now being
circulated are found to be true in
peremptory fashion.
That conditions in Mexico are far
from ideal is probably the fact- - Recent disclosures by a seemingly unbiased American magazine writer indicate that the Diaz government is
tyranny personified. If such" be ' the
case, then it" would" be easy to
understand that the people, tired of
hardship and anxious
to have what may really be termed
a popular government, should rise in
revolt.
Since we are more altrustic than
ever be Bore, perhaps, it miht be
possible for some unselfish, wealthy
persons to aid such a revolution from
their personal means, yet we have
not quite reached the millennium, and
therefore the "sinews of war" migni
properly enough be procured by revolutionists through the pledging of
some of their country's
resources
for the purpose. That is hardly an
ideal state of affairs, but is one
which cannot very well be prevented, and could therefore be winked
.

d

COLORADO TELEPHONE
at
Business Office
But the deliberate promotion of
Main 2
Editorial Rooms.....
Main 2 revolutions for the sake of putting
r'.
Main 2 money into the already
Society Editor
plethoric
purses of a lot of promoters and
another
is decidedly
speculators
THURSDAY, JANUARY 5, 1911.
matter. This is little short of absolute murder, for, despite the fact that
WEIGHTY THOUGHTS
our comic men and paragraphers are
prone to poke fun at Central AmeriFrom the resolutions passed by a can
revolutions, the fact remains
certain county institute and publish- that some of them are quite bloody
ed in the New Mexico Journal of Edaffairs, and there are few of them
ucation, we take the following preg- indeed which are free from soma
nant sentences:
bloodshed.
"We, today, are greatly in need of
A people arising in their might,
(sic) and modern righteously indignant at tyranny and
philosophers to select subjects from resolved to seal their liberties with
the great fields of human knowledge their blood, are always an
and to give them systematic form
spectacle, something to evoke
for child training. We mean, that the admiration, the respect and the
in our judgment, the present school support of all liberty-lovin- g
men.
curriculum needs to be completely
But a people deluded into fighting
adjusted to make it consistent with by plausible pretenses; into risking
the practical, present living princi- their lives because of deftly insinuples which underlie the present liv- ated grievances, where the real coning, active life."
ditions do not warrant bloodshed and
Pregnant? Yes. But with what? where the men who give up their
With the author of Prince Agib. we lives, and their families who suffer
say, it is pretty, but we don't know thereby, are only the victims of the
whut It means.
greed of aliens, are subjects only of
Somewhere we have read that a pity, and stronger and more enlightparagraph Is a unit of discourse ened and better balanced nations can
which develops a single idea. If the do nothing better in this civilized age
definition Is correct the above gem than to protect them from their own
of educational wisdom falls far short simplicity and weakness by dealing
of the standard. It is doubtless the sternly with their ruthless and murdby erous despoilers.
product of Intellects overheated
too close contact with the "spiral"
system of teaching.
MERGER COPPER INTERESTS
We take It that one of the func
New
York, Jan. 5. What is retions of the New Mexico Journal of
financial circles as another
in
garded
a i Education is to teach, the teachers step toward the eventual consolidawho read it. Perhaps the paragraph.
of
co
1 noted was published as a horrible tion of the several large groups
wm
taken,
today,
interests
copper
i
example, anl perhaps it wejj iiot At
Amerir
careny rate, we trust that future efforts when the stockholders of the
can
and
company
Refining
Smelting
in
will
be
similar nature
properly
these Jailed in order that an innocent met to authorize an Increase of capthe and trusting public may be proper-p- ital stock from $100,000,000 to
in order to convert the newprotected from injury by such
authorized
$15,000,000 six per cent
ly
weighty thoughts garbed in such
debenture bonds of the American
clear language.
Smelter Securities company.
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FOB THE CONSTITUTION
Since

1848

New Mexico has been

a part of the United States. During
hat time the territory and its every

i

HORSE BREEDERS
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 5. Plans to
advance the horse breeding industry in Kentucky were discussed at
a conference of prominent farmers
and breeders held at the State College of Agriculture today. The conference was one of a series of gatherings held in connection with the
celebration of farmers' week at the
state college. Tomorrow there will be
a conference of the dairymen of the
KENTUCKY

Interest have been subject to the
absolute will of congress. It has been
permitted to guide its own destinies
In about the same way that a minor
child la ' permitted to be his own
master. Tor six decades the territory
has been attempting to get rid oi its
guardian and become its own master. state.
At last it has reached the point
where it looks as though the hope of

half a century will be realized. A
men nstittulon has been framed by the
be con. elected representatives of the
ture ofle and on the 21st of this month
public .ill be submitted for approval.
Bowdo3 far congress- has done its part,
remains ,for the .people of
elte wh-Mexico to do theirs by adopting
;
proposed constitution by such a
TheJority as will absolutely convince
plea8tiress and the president that they
least nt to shed their swaddling clothes
haund don the long trousers of man-,- ?
hood. In order to, do this every niale
resident of the territory should eo
to the polls on January 21st and vote
the ballot that has on it the legend
"Tor The Constitution."

a

o

i

FINANCING INVOLUTIONS
The charge is made that most of
the frequent revolutions in Central
America are hatched in New York,
and Chicago, for the purpose of enabling American interests to control
valuable government privileges In the
disturbed countries.
This charge has been made a num
ber of times by men familiar with
the conditions in Central America,
hut this time it comes with an air
of nitt.hnrirv and definiteness which
should cause the American govern
ment to take notice of the state of
affairs and to deal with the wealthy

FOSS

IS SWORN

IN

Boston, Jan. 5. Eugene N. Fobs,
(democrat) was sworn in as governor
of Massachusetts today, succeeding
Eben S. Draper (republican.) The oc
casion was one of enthusiasm for
the many democrats who came from
all parts of the state to attend the
ceremonies.
Romance Is not altogether dead.
The most hardened old bachelor has
a withered flower somewhere in his
possession.

reg'ister now if
you wish

to

f
VOTE

It is of great importance that
all the voters who wish to cast
their ballots on January 21, at
4- - the election for the
adoption or
4- rejection of the constitution for
4 the new state register now. The
4 registration books are now
4- open and will remain so until
4 January 11, when they will be
closed. For the city and town
4- of Las
Vegas registrations will
4 be made in the following places:
4 Precinct No. 29, at City Hall;
4 Precinct No. 5, at office of El
4Independlente; Precinct No. 3,
4- at
home of Jose Blea; Precinct
4- - No.
, at store of Eufemlo Lu-4- - cero
;
y Jirotf.
j

f

-

-

-

44.4-4.4.4-4--
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4-
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REPORT OF ARMY

MEN ON CALL LIST ARE REAL
'? s BACKBONE OF BIG RAILROADS

ENGINEERS SENT
TO CONGRESS

--

APPROVES

PRESIDENT
MENT

of

$20,000,000
MATION FUND

ALLOT-

recla;

Washington, Jan. 5. President Taft
submitted to congress today the report of the special board of army
engineers apointed by him last June,
as a result of legislation passed that
month, to examine the various reclamation projects upon which work
had been started by the government
and to recommend which of them
should be given a share in the
$20,000,000 of certificates of Indebtedness authorized by the same act,
which gave the president power to
appoint such a board.
The board has recommended and
the president has approved the allotment of the money among the following projects:
Salt
Ariz.,
$495,000;
River,
Yuma, Ariz., and California, $1,200,-000- ;
Grand Valley, Colo., $1,000,000;
Uncompaghre, Colo., $1,500,000;
Milk
$2,000,000;
North
$1,000,000;

Ida,
River,

Piatt,

Mont.,
Wyo., and Nebraska,

$2,000,-000-

;

Truckee, Carson, Nev., $1,193,-000- ;
Rio Grande, New Mexico, Texas
and Mexico,
4,500,0OO;
Umatilla,
Ore., $325,000; Kalamath, Ore., and
California, $600,000; Strawberry Val
ley, Utah, $2,272,000; Sunnyside-Ya- kima, Wash, $1,250,000, and TIelon,
Wash., $665,000.
The board also made a tentative
allotment among various projects of
the general reclamation fund for the
years 1911 to 1914 inclusive. This is
to supplement the $20,000,000 loan
and to carry on projects which do not
participate in the distribution of the
loan. The projects to share In this
money follow:Grand Valley,
Yuma, $2,380,4C2;
$500,000;
Uncompaghre, $2,045,000;
Payette-Bois$528,000;
Minldoca,
Milk
$4,585,435; Huntley, $110,000;
River, $2,950,000; Sun River, $3,278,-000- ;
- Lower
Yellowstone $578,000;
North Platte, $2,185,000; Truckee-Carson- ,
$1,594,000; Rio Grande,
Missouri Pumping, $270000;
$480,000;
Bellefourche,
Okanogan,
$13,000, and Shoshone, $2,000,000.
Of these amounts alloted to Grand
Valley, Lower Yellowstone and Missouri Pumping are conditional.
The total amount of this fund will
be $25,351,897.
No allotments either from the loan
or from the general reclamation fund
were recommended for the following
projects, except for necessary maintenance and operation:
Orland, Calif., Garden City, Kans.,
Kittelas, Wapato and" Benton, Yakima
project, Wash.; Carlsbad, N. M., and
Hondo, N. M.
The president informs congress in
his letter transmitting the report that
he approved the report "after careful consideration believing that it sets
forth a plan for the distribution of
the loan and of the available reclamation fund, that, from an engineering and economic standpoint will best
serve the completion of those pro
jects which should be given the preference In construction and completion over such projects or parts of
projects which are more remote and
may properly wait until a later date
for construction."
The president's approval was again
"subject to the condition that the
amounts alloted to the various projects may be adjusted and modified
from time to time as is found necessary for the intelligent prosecution
of the work and the advantage of the
service.
The president notifies congress
that in accordance with the power
granted him he has authorized the
secretary of the interior to call upon
the secretary of the treasury from
time to time as he needs any of the
alloted money.
In line with the recommendations
of the secretary of the Interior and
the board of engineers, the presl-dprecommends "the enactment of
a law which will permit of the disposition of any Biirplus stored water
available from reclamation
projects
to possession of associations or corporations operating systems for me
delivery of water to individual water
users for the Irrigation of arid
lands."
,

-

e,

Perhaps no field of American Industry offers more or better opportunities for men to advance by diligent apllcation and faithful service
than does railroading. The presi
and general
dents,
managers of the great railroads have
most of them crept upward rung by
switchmen,
rung from brakemenl1
even roadmaster or section foreman.
Many of them have been station
agent, manipulating the telegraph
keys in out of the way places on
the line and se'ling tickets and acting
as baggage smasher and the whole
works. The most insignificant employe, if he does the right thing and
gives the company the best that is in
him has a chance to pinch the
fat pay envelope of a superintendent
or attain some other responsible po
sition in the various departments of
railroad work.
But the life of a railroad man,
in any
serving a big corporation
capacity Is not a bed of roses and
each shoulders a burden or responsibility. Each man is responsible for
his official acts to the man higher
up. Sometimes the blunder of a section hand can tie up traffic for hours
or days, or the negligence or oversight of a humble station agent may
cause a wreck that crushes out the
lives of hundreds and costs the railroad company untold thousands. True
stories have been told and written
about telegraph operators dozing at
their desks who have permitted ill
fated trains to pass when they should
have been held, and the result was
a horrible catastrophe that claimed a
heavy death toll- No industry is operated at a greater expense and no
vocation calls for "as much efficiency
in all departments as" does railroad
life.
Perhaps there Is no railroad employe who gives any more needed
and valuable service to a railroad
company than do the men who are
on the "call list." By this is meant
the regular employes of the yards,
shops, round house or rip track and
who, after working their scheduled
number of hours in all sorts and
conditions of weather, are frequently
"called" after they have returned
home to enjoy a warm supper and the
-

4
4
4
4
4
4
-

4

I

'

4

4 A sprained ankle will usually dis4 able the. injured person for three or
4
4
4
4

4

four weeks. This la due to lack or
proper treatment. When ' Chamberlain's Liniment is applied, a cure may
be effected In three or four; days. This
liniment Is one of the best and. most
remarkable nreDaratlona in nsr"Soldi

companionship of their families, or
the comfort of a warm bed and the
t
benefit of sleep. These men new
j
know when they return home and
take oft their shoes to retire, "but
that the lad with a lantern and the
stentorian voice will ring the doorbell and summon them to get up and
meet No. 19, or whatever the number
of the trains arriving and departing
may be. Often times after arising
from bed In the wee sma' hours of
a cold winter morning they trudge
through snow up to their knees,
swinging a lantern, (to perform (a
labor of a few minutes. These men
get five hours' time when thus called
whether they work five minutes or
five hours. It Increases their weekly
or monthly pay envelopes, but It ex
poses them to pneumonia or any of
the quite natural mishaps which befall the men who are about when
the world Is slumbering.
When the thermometer registers
many degrees below zero, when a fire
burns cheerily in the grate and when
beds are warm and soft, it Is not
pleasant to hear the voice of the call
boy bidding them to rise and go to
work. Profanity is excusable under
such conditions but the work must
be done by somebody and these are
the men to do it. And what they
do is generally important because it
enables train service to operate on
schedule time, prevents a tie up of
traffic or a congestion of traffic.
The man on the railroad "call list"
is an important although often under paid factor in the successful
operation of railroads.
A
good engineer is as much of
value to a railroad as a good division
superintendent who sits in an office
and gives orders and makes frequent
junkets in a special car over the division- True, the division superinten
dent is the man responsible for the
kicks and complaints, responsible al
so for the task of making his division
show results when the directors sit
somewhere and look over the reports
of earnings and expenses. But It is
the multitude of men in the overalls
and Jumper who help to make that
division loom up well on the sheet.
And the1 contracting passenger and
freight agent and perhaps the pop
ularity of the local agent also.
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or

two years, and
Has beefi'in forcV for
has V&ivep universal satisfaction Our
cash 10
prices the lowest possible for
per cent off for cash, think of your saving.
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AT

TAUPERT'S

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

REPORTS

cows, $34.75; native cows and
'
Call
money heifers, $36; stockers and feeders,
New York, Jan.
$45.60; bulls, $4.5.15; calves,
5 4 per cent.' Prime mercan4 2
western steers, $4.75
tile paper 4
per cent Mexican, $4.508.50;
,
western
cows, $3 5.
Su6.25;
63
dollars 45. Amlagamated
10 cents
5
to
Market
12,000.
Hogs
Great
gar 115. Atchison 102
$7. 80 7. 85;
Bulk,
heavy,
.Central lower.
Northern, pfd. 125. New-Yorand butchers,
packers
Read$7.857.90;
118.
Pacific.
111
Northern
$7.807.90; light, $7.757.85.
Southern Pacific. 116
ing 153
Sheep 4,000. Market 1 to 15 cents
Steel
173
j74; pfd
Union Pacific
higher. Muttons, $3.254.25; lambs
117
$3.506.25;. fed wethers and year-ling$3.505.35; fed western ewes,

HONEY AND STOCKS
5.

l--

1--

1--

3--

1--

1--

3--

s,

nETAL

New York, Jan.' 6. Lead, quiet,
Standard copper, quiet
$4. 4504.55.
March,
$12.10
Spot
$12.1512.20. Silver 54
1--

WOOL
Louis, Jan. 5. Wool Market
is unchanged. Territory' and western
mediums, 2122; fine mediums, 17
St.

-- ne,

19;

1213.

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Jan. 6. Wheat, May 99
Corn, May 49
July 95
50
Oats, May
July
34
Pork,
July 34
Jan- none; May $18.80. Lard, Jan.
Jan.
$10.45;
May $10.35. Ribs,
$10.50; May $9.90.
Chicago,

-

$33.90.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, Jan. 5. Cattle, 12,000.
Market 5 to 10 cents lower. Beeves,
$4.657; Texas steers, $4.255.50;
stockers
western steers, $4.306;
and feeders, $3.755.80; cows and
calves, $7
heifers, $2.606.30;
9.25.
Hogs 26,000. Market mostly slow
to 1 cents lower. Light, $7.80810;
mixed, $7.808.15; heavy, $7.80
8.15; rough, $7.807.90; good to
choice
$7. 90 3. 15; pigs,
heavy,
$7.508.15; bulk, $88.10.
iSheep 20,000. Market weak. Na$2.75
tive, $2.604.50; western,
4.50; yearlings, $4.755.80; lambs
and natives, $4.756.60; western, $5
6.60.

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Sillicus "Love at first sight alKansas City, Jan-5Cattle, 5,000,
is
Market
300
southerns.
ways makes an unhappy marriage."
including
Native
steers, $5.257; Cynlcus "Oh, I don't know. Even
steady.
southern steers, $4.756; southern love may ripen Into friendship."
,
.

MALLET TOO SLOW
FOR PASSENGER USE
SANTA

FE

ENGINE

1--

OFF ALL MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

4

EXPERIMENTS WITH
1171PROVE UN-

FOR WOMEN

SATISFACTORY

The big 1171 Mallet compound engine which was tried out on passenger work between Laa Vegas and Albuquerque has been condemned to
freight work. The engine's ability to
haul a heavy train is unquestioned,
but 1171 has never been able to make
the time required for passenger trains
over this division. The engine will
be put to hauling freight trains on
the Rio Grande division.
Engine 1302 Is being tried out over
the New Mexico division for passenger service. This ia one of the 1270
class which the Santa Fe is putting
into commission. This class Is a high
ly improved engine, having the Jacob
Schupert firebox, Walschaert valve
gear and superheater.
Two more of the big 2000 class en
gines are to be brought to this city
within a few days. These engines are
a heavy type of switch engine and
will replace some of the old fight engines that have been In service here
for many years.
.

Corset Covers
Petticoats
Night Gowns
Drawers
Combination Suits
Chemises
i(

.

; r.I U,

Snow White Undergarments included in this
Embroideries and
January White Goods Sale.
'
Laces Reduced 20 Per Centl' '

TABLE LINENS SPECIALLY PRICED
.

The peculiar properties of Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy have been
thoroughly tested during epidemics
of influenza, and when it was taken
in time we have not heard of a single case of penumonia. Sold by all
druggists.

i

.

.

.

f

f
f
f
f
f

f
f

It is of great importance that
all the voters who wish to cast
their ballots on January 21, at
the election for the adoption or
rejection of the constitution for
the new state register now. The
books are now
registration
open and will remain; so until
January 11, when, ,they. will be
closed. For the cltr, and town
of Las Vegas registrations will
be made in the following places:
Precinct No. 29, at City Hall;
Precinct No. 5, at, office of El
Independlente; Precinct No. 3.
at home of Jose Blea; Precinct
No. 6, at store of Eufemlo Lu-cero y Jlron.
4-- rf

.

EXTRA

READY-TO-WEA-

!

l

$25.00 to $32.50 Suits or
Dresses, good sizes at $17.50

4- -

4--

;

'

;

IN

to $22.5o Suits or
J 5c Presses, your choice at $12.00
$10.00 to $13.50 One Piece
Dresses, all wool, at $8.00
15.00
!

This Includes Our Complete Stock of Silk and Wool
Suits and Dresses, See These at

IS

v'U)

n

THE
rft&&

STORE

of

Quality"
W 1ST? m. mm,
im m

mi

x

WW

E.LAsVEGAS.

'

OUR

DEPARTMENT

R

$35.00 to $45.00 Palmer Suits,
only a few left, at $22.50

f
f

r ,

WED

SPECIAL VALUES

,

REGISTER NOW IF
YOU WISH TO VOTE

(

4--

Oil NT' System

OUR

'

i
j
!

'
THE APPROACH

U
:

" OF

'

WINTER

y'

r PERSONA
Kev.

Cold mornings and
nights
colds mean
tnat disagreeable feelinir"
that makes life miserable; to
obviate which the

S

and GRIPPE

In

REMEDY

DRUG

P. Plantard

of Chap

D. Brown of Springer, arrived
will spend

the city last night and

a short time transacting business and
visiting friends.
Dr. W. T. Brown, superintendent
of the Valmora Industrial Sanatorium
is here today from Watrous, on
brief visit " "

wiuiam Frank of Los Alamos
droves into town today in the J. D
Hand automobile to visit Mr. Hand,
who is Hi with an attack of rheuma

CO.

Phone Main 3

g

D o liar Bar gai h s 2;WdGa0a0oooooooo
an MiguelNational Bank
ifi

.

is a panacea. No cold rem-ed- y
known brings about surer
or more certain relief. No
family should be without a
box of A. D. S. Cold and
Grippe Remedy. 25c box at

WINTERS

Father

LS

Walter Lyman, a resident of W
rous, is in'Lftfti Vegaa Visiting friendi
w. H. Corns tock, .returned
tod.ry
from Newton and other cities in Kan
sas where he had been on land busi
ness.

.A.D.8.
COLD
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NewYear

FRIDAY
Jan.

SATURDAY
Jan.

5

DOLLAR

BARGAINS

OmmHalPmUIn

$100,000.00

6

will be offered in every department for
Please do not ask us

these days disregarding our cost entirely.
charge any of these items:
$1.00 for set of 3 Potts Irons and stand.

$1.00 for the $1.35 Savory Roasters.
$1.00 for yard
Pure White Table Linen, $1.35 value.
$1.00 for the 11-- 4 heavy fleeced $1.35 Blankets.
$1.00 for 4 yards 4 White Pepperell Sheeting.
$1.00 for 8 yards 36 inch Silkolene.
$1.00 for 6 yards Curtain Net, white or Arabian.
$1.00 for 4 yards 58 inch Red Table Damasks, 35c value.
$1.00 for 3 Window Shades, 7 feet long, on rollers.
$1.00 for 2 65c Quality Shades, 7 feet' long, on rollers.
$1.00 for the $1.25 Linen Napkins, per dozen.
$1.00 for 6 yards best Table Oil Cloth, any color.
$1.00 for $1.50 Nickle Table Lamp, with white shade.
$1.00 for the $1.50 Smyrna Door Rugs.
$1.00 for the $1.50 White Enameled Bath Seats.
$1.00 for' the $1.50 Bath Room sets.
$1.00 for the $1.50 "Handy" Kitchen sets.
$1.00 for 2 of the 75o Feather Pillows.
$1.00 for 8 yards of the 15c Stevens
Crash.
$1.00 a pair for all $1.25 and $1.50 Lace Curtains.
$1.00 for 7 yards 36 inch Colored Burlap.
$1.00 for 5 yards 36 inch 25c colred Denim.
$1.00 for 7 Joints best 6 inch Stove PipeB.
$1.00 for "The Queen" Carving Sets.
$1.00 for 6 large 20c Linen Towels.
$1.00 for the $1.50 "Nickle" Register Banks.
$1.00 for the $1.25 Folding Toy
$1.00 for 5 yards "Pequot" 4 Sheeting.
$1.00 for 25 rolls Toilet paper, worth 5e each.
$1.00 for 15 rolls Toilet paper, worth 10c each.
$1.00 for the $i.50
nickeled
No. 8.
$1.00 for the $1.50 large eize, handpainted Plates.

Las Utgas

8--

-

M. CUNNINGHAM. PihUhL
FRANK 8PRINQER. Vic Pnridcat,
.

mranns, cashier,
P. B. JANUARY,

Buppimm

059,000.00

Airt. Cashier.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

OUR SAVINGS BANK
And have them draw interest. Time will tell the
story of having wisely deposited them when you
see the growth they have attained.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

I

GROSS, KELLY

( Incorporated)

and CO.

WHOLESALE MER2HANT&
mndDomlofm In
WOOL, HIDES and PELTS

-

FREE

-

HOUSES at East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M.
Tucumcari, N. M., Pecos, N. M., Logan, N. 11,
Trinidad, Colorado.
BAIN WAGONS,

NDKHALAMEIES "ISLE OF SPICE"
WILL BE HERE
ADD TO
HOPE

THIS1NTH

Found at Last

the Boat Farm Wagons mada

RACINE. SATT LEY CO., Vchloloa
NAVAJO BLANKETS

THE ROSENTHAL

LAURELS

I

0
0
0
0

00000g
'

J

BARGAINS

0
0

0.

May be industrioasly spun and woven of finest
texture, but the least thing that brushes against it
destroys it forever. It's so with dollars and cents.
Not husbanded they take wings and
fly away
Put them in

Tea-Kettle- s,

a

FREE

n

n

!fl

A SILKEN SPIDER'S WEB

h

r,

PAPEN.

P

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

5--

JOHN

:

0
0

all-line- n

I
I
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FOR

J. H. O'Reilly, general manager of
the Occidental Life Insurance
is here from his home in Aluuquerque 'on a business trip for
his company.
w. b,i Martin, Jr., of the Martin
Here's Wishiiur You Land company,
arrived this afternoon
from hie home in Chicago.
()
He
A Happy and
brought 'with him a number of pros
pective purchasers of San Miguel
county land.
REGISTER NOW IF
Prosperous
Miss Hallie Duran, w'ho was grad
YOU WISH TO VOT
uated from the New Mexico Normal
It is of great importance that f
University last year and who has been
4here for several days visiting friends,
all the voters who wish to cast f
will leave tomorrow for her home in
their ballots on January 21, at
the election for the adoption or
Ogden, Utah. 4rejection of the constitution for f
Attorney W..J. Lucas, who is presi
4the new state register now. The f
dent of the New Mexico board of bar
books are now f
registration
examiners,, is in Santa Fe, presiding
4over a session of the board and also
open and will remain so until
January 11, when they will be
attending to business before the su4- closed.
For the city and town f
.
preme court.
x
PIECE
4- of Las
42
Vegas
registrations will 4Miss Helen Papen is expected to re4- be made in the
DINNER SET
following places :
turn tomorrow from Santa Fe and
1
Precinct
A.
No. 29, at City Hall;
Bernalillo where she has been visitto the person or family purchasing the most "poods of us on "DOL-Precinct No. 6, at office of El
She
ing friends since last week.
4Precinct No. 3, 4Independiente;
will resume her work in the public
4- - at home of Jose
Blea; Precinct
schools Monday.
4- - No. 6, at store of Eufemlo Lu-Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of the
cero y Jlron.
First Methodist church in this city,
4-spent yesterday in Santa Fe, where
he officiated at the Dunlavy-Harrlsovintage of many moons past, whom
the conspiring court treasurer has benuptials. Rev. Anderson was former
throthed him to seven years previous.
ly pastor of the Methodist church in
The story Is set to muslo that de
20 Mteses and Childrens' Coats
the Capital.
refreshing kind' by Paul
lightfully
$3.50 value, now
H.
Hale of Detroit,
Mr. and Mrs. F.
.$2.50
Ben M. J orome.
and
Schlndler
12 Misses and Childrens' Coats
Mich., who have been here for two or
4.50 three days- - visiting the pointa of in
$6.00 value, now
AT CONCORD
INAUGURATION
20 Woman's Coats $6.00 value
terest, will this evening renew ineir
TO
- now
Mr. and Mrs Hale
4.50 trip to California.
Concord, N. H., Jan. 5. Robert P.
Bass was today inaugurated as gover- 15 Woman'
will spend some time In California
Coats, $10. value,"
nor of New Hampshire. At the same
7.50 and will (return'" home by way of the
now
time the other state officers took
northern route.
200 Women's and Misses' Knit
New
oath of office. The address of
20
of
the
now
the
50o
C. K.' Durbin,
value,
Mittens. 35c to
150 Women's and Childrens'
York and Denver syndicate wnica LEAVE THIS EVENING FOR TRIP B. C. WHITNEY'S MUSICAL MIX- Governor Bass was devoted wholly to
matters of state interest.
owns a string of electric light plants
Knit Mittens 35c to 50c value,
TURE A REAL LIVE COMEDY
TO albu;querque AND
i
20
south
the
in
now
and traction systems
'
AND EXTRAVAGANZA
SANTA FE
west, including those in Las Vegas, a
Just In a beautiful line of Tallc expected to visit this city about Janu
One of the coming attractions at
With the Intention of lifting the
Made Woman's and Misses Skirti ary 15, "at which time a new manager
to
scalps of the basketball teams of the the Duncan opera house, which promlatest styles at very low prices, also for the local light and power plant
It has been demonstrated, beyond
will
C.
is B.
resigned,
Butler,
hats
nobby
300 Men's and Boys'
University of New Mexico and the ises to be a theatrical treat,
a doubt, that Tuberclecide, which is
sam
announced.
drummers'
were
be
"Isle
of
these
musical
C.
likely
comedy,
styles,
Whitney's
Santa Fe high school the Normal
manufactured
by the Tuberclecide
3
pe
- Spice," which, has been booked by the
ples and will close out at 33
tossbasket
of
703
International Bank
aggregation
of
University
Company
tent oft.
will leave tonight on its first local management for the evening of Building. Los Angeles, California,
Fair Exchange.
'
cures tuberculosis where there is at
The military maneuvers. All after trip of tha season. The first game January 25th.
remain
inoon the attackers had attacked, and will
When Allen Lowe and George E. least three months' vitality
be played with the University
Co. the defenders, de'ended, with conspicRomero
are
Incurable
Cases
pronounced
ing.
uous lack of incident or bravery. Op- of Albuquerque tomorrow night and Stoddard wrote the book and lyrics of
to
the
testimonials
DEPARTMENT 8T0RE.
erations wretbeginnlng to drag hoi on Saturday night the Santa Fe highs the "fale of Spice" they laid the today walking
above fact, and some of them with
will be encountered on their own scene of their clever story on an is'ribly. wbsMithehite nag went up.
than one lung remaining.
The officer in command of the at court.
land In the Japan sea, where all sorts less
itackers stared in amazement
re
to
have
are
Normal
happen.
The
of funny things
likely
boys might
A flaa of truce!" he exclaimed.
mained in Albudueraue for another There Is the funniest kind of a king
Look for the Bee Hive
By Studying
"What do they want?"
rin tha nnRicfl.ee when you buy Fol
endeavored to ganje as they last evening received with a desire to reform thinks, wbich
The sergeaut-jnajo- r
for coughs and
offers of a contest in that city Satur- to him means simply to change the ey's Honey and Tar
cover un a mlle.
The Ads You
without tne
None
colds.
genuine
he
reported, "that, day evening, the highs and the Unit- existing laws. He has a beautiful
"They say, Sir,"
Remember the name,
Hive.
Bee
as it's tea time, they'd likeo exchange ed States Indian school both desiring ward, Teresa, who has received an
Increase Greatly
Foley's Honey and Tar and reject any
a couple of privates for a caa of con- The Normal team is in good American education and desired to substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red
games.
can
lti
if
afford
milk
you
densed
condition except for the fact that have a young lieutenant of Uncle Cross Drug Co.
Your Chances
one of the regular Sam's marines thrown in for good
Fredericks,
Any rich man who gives his off
Invention of the Salad.
Is ill and cannot make the measure.
guards,
of "Living
a liberal allowance will tell
Delicate cookery has long been trip. Stewart or Schoeny will be
spring
accumulates
who
wives,
The king,
flourish best In those lands
to go to the
to
known
taken In his place. IDr. Frank H. H. as tne average American uoy uuca you that you don't have
Happily Ever After!
where roast beef Is hard to get.
to
see
the
midnight
Arctic
regions
as
but
marbles, desires to wed his ward,
that Invented the Roberts will accompany the boys
was starvation
son.
Present day conditions of living
necw
makes
it
which
to
C.
the
coach,
law
a
John
had
Baker,
there is
chaperon.
salad, for example. Somebody
come
pretty nearly making IMeat grass or go hungry, so he put also will be one of the party and sary for his bethrothed to first spend
and
on it, Lawrence Clark will officiate.
Th createst dancer from influenza
The seven years of her life in the "tomb
PERATIVE.
vinegar and oIL peppecand salt
Is ia of its resulting in pneumonia. This
and lol ifcmafle dry bread seem like probable line-u- p of the team will be: of silence." While his majesty
HmiRfiholdfirs find that the ads
can be obviated by using Chamber
- ji.mi t do not doubt that we
renllv hln to make the income
Ellis, capt., and Koogler, forwards; endeavoring to devise ways and means lain's Coueh Remedy, as it not only
varied
a
for
trust
meat
the
bless
STRETCH OVER THE NECEShn
Comstock and of keeping his ward from this ordeal, cures influenza, but counteracts any
center;
It. or Gallegos,
SITIES when it seems, sometimes,
dietary erewe get through with
the
or
an Irishman and a Sootchman, who tendency of the disease towaras
Stewart
Schoeny,
guards.
thing
way
like too hig a task.
whichever
It with ns,i
Sold by all druggists.
"Social
Wood's
BuKene
ont
have deserted from the U. S. navy In
Buying economies a little here
Vauww
and a little there really grow to
the
into
in Hampton s.
are
a
Whirl"
precipitated
balloon,
$100 Reward, $100
worth-whilTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
proportions in the
The readers of this paper will be midst of his cogitations, and he gives
course of a year; and amount to an
pleased to learn that there is at them the choice of taking her place in FOR SALE Two milch cows ana
increase of iucome.
Counter Case.
least one dreaded disease that science the tomb or being beheaded. They
In
the
police
called
tttW hntne
who are
has been able to cure in all Its
calves, one an extra family cow.
with
N.
C, charged
choose the former, but the scheming
court at Asheville.
Hall's
parneRt. hnnninaa.hnnters are comIs
Catarrh.
and
that
stages,
wasoda
Harry Maurice, Sapello.
an assault upon a clerk at aarose
rng quite gnerally,to be intelligent
Catarrh Cure Is the only positive cure court treasurer who wants Teresa out
and
defendant
the
readers of the ads.
ter fountain,
now known to the medicinal frater of the way, liberates them and introam guilty, but I
said- - "Your honor, I
nity, catarrh being a constitutional duces the pair to the king as a noted
THE BARGAINS
case."
Whereupon
counter
requires a constitutional
and
arose
replied disease,
ARE ADVERTISED
ment Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken magician and astrologer.
the aforesaid clerkcounter didn't
ha
Imposi
After many
IN THE OPTIC
..tr. honor, the with it. I walked
internally, acting directly upon the
of the tions on the king and the court, they
blood and mucous surfaces
anything to do
I rtrw
system, thereby destroying the foun Introduce the game of faro and they
around the counter before
dation of the disease, and giving the
him." Case and Comment.
to diminish the bulk of the ENGRAVERS-PRINTER- S
patient strength by building up the proceed the state
of
treasury and the
funds
themselves af- constitution and assisting nature in
success. Then
Many persons' find
with
wallet
have
work.
The
great
royal
proprietors
after
doing
ls
cough
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER fected with ainflSa. As this cough so much faith In its curative powers the young lieutenant, whom Teresa
of
attack
they offer One Hundred Dollars
with nibre than ordinary fa
by the use of that
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of can be promptly
for any case that it fails to cure. regards
tt
;(
Remedy,
Specialty . , Chamberlain's Cough
vor, arrives in search of the two deBuilding Job Work
Send for list of testimonials.
serters who are from his ship. He
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Opposite Optio
Phone, Main 336
:i
O.
discovers Teresa instead and carries
druggists.
Sold by Druggists, 75c
her oft while the king has to content
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbyn
Take Hall's Family , PilJtor con"
himself with Asbena, a lady of the
bar
from
Served
at the Opera Bar.
.
.
ue'
stipation.
com-Pnay- .

.

2,000 lb

lbs., to 2,000
800 Ibe., to 1,000
50 lbs., to 200
Lea
than 50

1,000

c

Retail
Prices:or more, each
20o
per

delivery,

lbs., eaoh delivery, 20o
Ibe, each delivery, 30o
lbs., each delivery 40c
lbs, each delivery, 60o

10O Ibe.

per leo Ibe.
per 100 lb.
per 100 Iba.
per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natjiral Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office T01
Douglas Avenue.

Primroses
Those pretty little Lavender and Z()r T7i
Pink ones that bloom so well sJWV"

ri

.

1--

Mercantile.

Las Vegas Greenhouses
Store on Center Street
Phone, Main 462
THE STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS

i

penu-moni-

,,

e

Eome-make-

a.

and Paint Specialties
New Mexico Territory Furnished
by the W. H. ROGERS CO.
of Houston, Texas.

Write

and
Catalogue
.

rnces.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

rs

,

mirth-creatin-

g

WILlIANvlDN
HAFFNDRCD

Frank Revell,

Wd

To-l-d-

Tne.O$raa'";llierB

DBNVIK, COIO

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
ucners, wno reaa ana answer aas. in tnis newspapen want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classifiedads. arejead by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they havejeome to'be thejfinders of the
l.lOJi
' '
best markets!
.

i

'
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ELECTION NOTICE
Notice Is hereby given by the un
dersigned Board Oi' County Commis
sioners of the County of San Miguel.
that on the 9th day of January, A. D.

There will be held In each
precinct of the County ot' San Mi
guel, in the Territory of New Mex
ico, an election for a Justice of the
Peace and a Countable In the respect. ..!
ive precincts, and that the place
where said election Is to be held In
each precinct in said County of San
Miguel, is hereafter eet forth, oppo
site the number and name ui respective precinct, and place to hold
election.
Precinct 1. San Miguel, house of
Atanacio Ulibarri.
Precinct 2, La Cuesta, house of
Ramon Madrid.
Precinct 3, Las Vegas South, house
of Juan B. Maes.
Precinct 4. Tecolote, house of Flo
Optic' Number, Main 2.
rentine Trujillo.
Precinct 6, Las Vegas North, house
OATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERof Pablo Ortiz.
TISEMENTS
Precinct 6, Las Vegas Central,
Five cents per line each Insertion
Armlio.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line. noun a of Cleofes
Antonio, house of
7.
San
Precinct
Nff ad to occupy leas space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will Bernardo Martinez.
Precinct 8. Las Vegas Upper, house
be booked at space actually set, with
Pablo Zamora.
of
eut regard to number of words. Cash
Precinct 9. Pecos, house of Pedro
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.
Ribera.
'
Precinct 10. Chaperito. house of
Florenclo Arellanes.
Precinct 11, San Geronimo, house
725
WANTED first class! cook.
nt Nicolas Esoulbel.
Sixth street.
Precinct 12, Rowe, house of Pablo
A. Sena.
WANTED Position by competent all
Precinct 13, Rociada, house of Juan
Address
R., Optic
around baker.
Jose Maestas, sr.
Precinct 14, Sapello, house of Ole
WANTED Experienced teacher in
carlo
Montoya.
E. S.
District 37 for 3 months.
15, Las Manuelltas, house
Prec'nct
Crooks, E. Las Vegas.
of Romualdo Perea.
Precinct 16. Union..
Precinct 17, San Patricio, house of
Concencion Alcorta.
FOR SALE Gentle family driving
Precinct 18, San Lorenzo, house of
horse. Inquire C. McClanahan, Ro- Donaciano Lopez.
i
senthal Furniture Co., or 1055 ProMnr-- t 19. McKinley. house
Lucero.
Sixth street
Higinio
t
20, San Juan, house of Flo
FOR SALS Legal blanks of all de- rencio Sanchez.
Precinct 21, Casa Colorada, house
scriptions. Notary seals and records at The Optic office.
of Nativldad Leyba.
Precinct 22, Sabinosa, house of An
tonio LeBlanc.
of
PrM-ine- t
23. San Jose, house
FOR RENT 7 room house, 919 Til Juan Sesura.
Precinct 24, La Llendre, house of
Aeo. sio per mouth.
Geo.
H.
Lorenzo Tarda.
Hunker.
Precinct 25, Pena Blanca, house ot
Cruz Duran.
FOR RENT light
'houaekeepiiiff
Precinct 26, Lots Alamos, house of
rooms. JEIeotrlo light and bath.
N. Gallegos.
Jose
717
Fifth street, or Phone
inquire
Precinct
27, San Pablo, house of
Vegas 159.
Jesus Sanchez.
Precinct 28, Chavez, house of SI
wi-- wi
nmuM house. mon Garcia y Montoya
612 Main avenue. Inquire New Op- Precinct 29, East Las Vegas, City
tic hotel.
Hall.
Precinct 30, Canon de Manuelltas,
FOR RENT furnished rooms. Mrs. house of Juan Jaramlllo.
Del Chambers, 710 Grand Avenue.
Precinct 31, Puerteclto, house oi
Albino Sandoval
FOW RENT Seven room house with
Precinct 32, El Pueblo, house of
eiectric lights and bath. Inquire Candelarlo Ulibarri.
920 GalUnas.
Precinct 33, Loa Vigiles, house of
Jose Agapito Martinez..
FOR RENT Five room house. Apply
Precinct 34, San Isidro, house jt
920 Galllnae.
Fermln Benavidez.
(Precinct 35, Las Gallinas, house of
Aranda.
Claudio
room
FOR RENT Two
furnished
Precinct 36, Penasco Blanco, house
house, 921 Lincoln.
of Ezequiel Sanchez.
Precinct 37, El Cerrito, house of
Epltaclo Qulntana.
Precinct 38, Los Torres, house ot
MANICURING, Mrs. Maude Ulbrich, Luis S. Montano, jr.
920 Washington.
Precinct 39, Tecolotito, house of
Ecipio Salas.
Precinct 40, Bernal, house of Ceci- LOCAL TIME CARD
'
llo Jaramlllo.
Precinct 41, Canon Largo, house of
WEST BOUND
Antonio Coca,
Precinct 42, Romeroville, house of
Arrive
No. 1
1:50 P. M. Gumecindo Ortiz y Ortiz.
No. 3
Precinct 43, Los Fuertes, house of
6:15 A. M.
No. 7
5:15 P. M. Serapio Baros.
No. 9
6:35 P. M
Precinct 44, Ojitos Frlos, house of
Mlanol Ortiz.
Precinct 45, El Agulla, house of Fl
Depart
denclo
Lucero.
No. 1
2:10 P. M.
Precinct 46, Emplazado, house of
No. 3
6:30 A. M.
No. 7
5:40 P. M Roman Komero.
Precinct 47, Hot Springs, house of
9
No.
7:00 P. M.
Lorenzo Lear.
Precinct 48, Trementina, house of
EAST BOUND
Hilario Gonzales.
Arrive
Precinct 49, Agua Zarca, house of
9:10 P. M. Antonio Mares.
No. 2
11:25 P. M.
No. 4
Precinct 50, Casa Grande, house of
1:15 A. M, Matias Aragon.
No. 8
1:45 P. M.
No 10
Precinct 51, San Ignaclo, house of
Cruz Roibal.
Precinct 52, Colonias Arriba, house
Depart
9:15 P. M. of Pablo Barela.
No- 2
....11:30 P. M. Precinct 53, Encinosa, house of Do
No. 4
1:25 A. M lores Medina.
No. 8
2:10 P. M.
Precinct 54, Mlshawaka, house of
No. 10
D. H. Newcomer.
Precinct 55, Cherryvale, house of
For La Grippe Coughs and Stuffy
C.
F. Jester.
Colds
Take Foleyfe Honey and Tar. It BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONelves nulck relief and expels the cold
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
from your system. It contains no
MIGUEL,
opiate,- It Is Bafe and sure. o. u.
By Roman Gallegos, Chairman
Schaefer and Bed Cross Drug Co.
.
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COLUMN

Help Wanted, Etc.

for Sale

Pr-cinc-

For Rent

Miscellaneous

-

-

Attest:

others,

.

.

A FILLIP IN

(Seal)

LORENZO

DELGADO,

Clerk.

The office that seeks the
never gets lost In the crowd..

r

IM

National Western Slock Show, Denver, Colorado
JANUAKY

FUTURES

1911.

.

Some families are bo lucky as
never to have any artistic temperament in them to be supported by the

I

1

10-2-

1

1

THE

LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND RE6UW"

THE

BEST

GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
This is not to prove that Lysdon
Concentno
is eccentric. He isn't
. i tiie
.
.
might hit the mark, for but well
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M. J. E. ROSENWALD LOUbt iw. ota,
drop that There's no telling where a
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Tuesword will lead one.
Regular communiHe was out of money on a certain
day of the month In the vestry8
cation first and
date almost as penniless as a beg
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
third Thursday in
gar; and he fell back on his wits to
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
each month. Visitmake good, which he did. Stralghtest
Appel,
inlvted. Isaac
cordially
fellow in Seldridge college, Lysdon
ing brothers cor
Chas. Greenclay, SecPresident;
W.
no
there's
that
was;
disputing
dially Invited. George H. Klnkel,
retary.
Lysdon's remaining two months in
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
college he looked forward to with real
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. Z, XNIGhTS OF COLUMBU8, COUNCIL
pleasure, but the string of bills atocond and fourth
NC1. 80
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR--Regul- ar
uccU
tached to the finish made the corners
of his mouth drop to an angle of 45 deconclri second Thursday in O. R. C. halL Pioneer
grees. That facial expression, however,
building.
Visiting members are corTuesdi in each month at
fled from his countenance like frost
W. It Tipton, G. K.;
D.
invited.
C.
m.
7:30
dially
p.
Masonic Tsuiple at
before a summer sun when the idea
E.
P. Mackel. F. S.
Ec'.cher, S. C; Charles Tamme,
lodged in his brain. It took ten mintiecorder.
utes to out it in Drintable shape. It
1
I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
read like' this:
at
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
Meets every Monday evening
"Wanted Philanthropic person to
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
their hall on Sixth street All visit
drop a fat pocket book on the streets
SHOW PROBLEM.
A DENVER HORSE
tion first Monday In each
of Forreston and permit me to find it
ing Brethren cordially invited to at
month at Masonic Temple,
and claim reward. I need it. Worthy Why Does the Little Man Always Exhibit a Big Horse and th Big Man
tend, Sig Nahm, N. Q; Carl Warta,
at 7:30 p m. M. R. WI1
Show a Pony 7
Young Man, Box 92, Herald."
v. G.: T. M. Elweod, Secretary;
H
Hams, H. P.; Chas.
The thing done, he hurried it off to
V. E. Writes, treasurer: C. V . Hear
the Herald office, took supper at a
Sporleder, Secretary.
cock,
cemetery trustee.
cheap restaurant, returned to his room
AUTOS GOOD FOR HORSES.
TALLOW VS. LEAN MEAT.
1,
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
and pored over his books till midnight,
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODOF
PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
then rolled into bed and slept like a
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Monday
every
log.
Western Cattle Feeders Decline to Busy Men Take to Saddle Horses for
Meets the second and fourth TuesOf course, box 92 wasn't neglected
evening In CasNeeded Exercise.
Produce Overfat Beef.
days of each month In the W. O. W.
for a day or two. Lysdon had hoped
tle HalL Visiting
Latest reports from around the
The western stockman and farmer
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
for an early reply, and was Inclined to
corare
one
Knights
iadicate that in at least
be disappointed after three days had Is nothing if not practical. An illus country the automobile has been a
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
invited.
dially
instance
was had by the proelapsed without a response. The tnttion of thisNational Western
a
Clerk. Visiting neighbors are corof
instead
breeders
to
horse
A.
Geo.
Fleming,
Stock benefit
fourth day proved, a lucky one. He moters of the
to
seem
dially invited.
at Denver. Six yeafs ago this detriment, as so many people
Keeper of Recopened his letter eagerly, but the only Show was
started by a number of think. This relates to saddle horses,
ords
Seal.
and
happy thing about it was that no one show
which were never so popular at any
DENTISTS.
was present to see the chagrin that
within contemporaneous history
time
The
over
his
face.
single paraspread
F. R. LORD
and
breeders
as at present, and many
graph ran as follows:
DENTIST
this change of senti- BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
attribute
dealers
"Would gladly accommodate you, but
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
ment to the general use of the autoOffice Pioneer Buildina
I dropped my purse some time ago,
mobile.
and third Wednesdays of each
Rooms S and 4
and it made such a noise that it openwhen motor cars are
In
these
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
days
Office Phone Main 57
ed the eyes of a blind beggar, who
put to almost every imaginable use,
hall. A, E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
seized it and ran off with it He
Residence Phone 418
and when most business men regard
Glvens,
Secretary. Visiting memhasn't returned it."
in
the
as
:
them
daily
A
indispensible
bers cordially invited.
This was a sample of a half dozen
DR. E. U HAMMOND
routine of their affairs, one great
that found their way into box 92 in the
DENTIST
itself apparent, B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
made
has
drawback
next forty-eigh- t
hours. Lysdon was
Has
Crockett
Suite
4,
Building.
and that is the lack of exercise, with
fourth Tuesday evening of each
settling down to the conclusion that
to so many
and residence.
office
at
health,
poor
consequent
phones
C.
R.
hall.
the flan was doomed to failure, when
month at O.
Visiting
busy men. To overcome this effect
a tastefully addressed envelope found
Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
THE POPULAR HEREFORD.
land
the
affairs
men
of
throughout
ATTORNEYS
its way to his table. With a new courMartin, Exalted Ruler: D. W. Conwestern stockmen and farmers and have taken to the saddle horse, and
age he made out these words:
the
that
breeders
horse
saddle
don,
report
Secretary.
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Husker
"Dear Sir In accordance with your following along the lines of the stock demand for all kinds and classes of
for many years, big premiums
NO
BROTHERHOOD,
FRATERNAL
HUNKER & HUNKER
request, I will drop my purse at the shows
as
so
never
was
saddle
hordes
great
of
carloads
for
fat
prime
102 Meets every Friday night a'
corner of Castle avenue and Third were offered
Attorneys at Law
the stockmen took now.
hall In the Schmidt building La. Vega,
street, Wednesday, the 2d Inst., at steers. At first
their
to
the
New Mexico
stimulus
a
been
This has
secgreat
and
the
first
at
and
hold
eagerly
4:15 p. m
at elgh
Fifty dollars reward if
Fountain
in Ken
vest
of
Square,
saddle
horses
of
fat
breeding
cattle
a
fine
of
shows
display
safely returned to 11 Ashelot avenue be- ond
the homes of the
o'clock. Visiting members are cor ATTENTION
I
OWNERS
STOCK
fore 7:80 p. m. Failure on your part was made. Then the feeders began tucky and Missouri,
to figure the cost. They found that greatest saddle horses ever foaled.
"
dially welcome. W. C. Dennis, presi
will be serious. Miss McK
In
your
am fully prepared to prevent
den-- ; Frank Revell, Secretory.
For Lysdon, the remainder of that they were producing a large amount Other states also find the same favorblood or germiall
stock,
connection
contagious
in
this
and
able
were
tallow
which
conditions,
to
of
was
they
full
an
of
trying
Wednesday
interest
cidal diseases; such as, distemper
interest that grew In proportion as force upon the packers at the price of Colorado bids fair to take rank as one RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth
the interval to the appointed hour di- lean meat. Even then It was found of the leading western states in the
erhood hall every second and fourth
In horses, black leg in cattle, filaria
"
that at the highest lean meat price, breeding of these beautiful animals
minished.
at the eighth rua
'Thursday,
aleep
(bronchitis) In sheep, hog tholera
A wide margin before the time ar- the tallow product did not pay. At the which have been christened by horse
Visiting brothers always welcom
in
pigs, and a number of others.'
as
"the
and
lovers
of
third
fourth
the
and
shows
experts
number
exquisite
rived he was sauntering resolutely
to the wigwam. E. E. Gehrins.
Will
also cure any of the above dishorse."
American
past the specified corner, his eyes prime fat cattle was exceedingly small
sachem; Waite H. Davis, chief ot
eases while others pronounce them
At the horse and stock show in Dennever omitting a movement of the pe- and at the fifth show last January a
records and collector of wampum
incurable. Will go to any part of
destrians that hurried past the place. classification was provided for the ver, January 16 to 21, some extraoron
will
horses
be
saddle,
a
As
short
fed
result
cattle.
there
rings
dinary
There was a ladles' wallet directly
the territory when called by responO. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
F.
under his face and eyes, but how it was a good showing of short fed cattle exhibited and many of the foremost
sible parties. Write for terma and
at
Fraterna'
each
month,
evenings
breeders in nearby states have already
got there was a mystery he didn't ind no long fed stock on exhibition.
fees. Address, Dr. G. S. Montoya,
hall.
Brother,
Brotherhood
Visiting
For the next show, which will be sent in their entries. The Denver
wait to solve. Quickly seizing the
1206 National avenue, E. Las Vegas,
McGulre
F.
B.
invited.
are
now
show
the
is
held
cordially
at
recognized throughout
Denver; the only
purse, he went down the street, too
January
N. M. Phone Vegas 224.
much dazed to voluntarily direct his cattle that will be shown in the car west as a most liberal education for
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
load division for fat cattle, will be horse breeders of every type from the
steps.
Collecting his scattered wits, he what are known as "commercial" fat light harness horse to the mammoth
Herbert Smith, of Gonzales, N. M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
t
found his way to his room, and threw cattle. None of these cattle are fed draft horses.
B. Schweiger, of CherryBartholomew
Coal
the thing on the table and himself on grain to exceed ninety days and they
Land)
(Not
N.
William
a chair. His curiosity soon got the will be in prime condition for the Foley's Kidney Remedy An Appre-- (
M.,
vale,
Smith, of East
Department of the Interior, U. S.
elation
N. M., John M. Stubley.
better of his inertness when he re- block, Just enough fat to make them
Las
Vegas,
Dec
N.
M..
Santa
at
Land
Office
Fe,
L. McConnell Catherine, St,
called that he had neglected to open good and with the maximum quantity
of East Las Vegas, N. M.
'
N. Y., writes: "I wish to exthe find.
of prime edible meat. The packers press my appreciation of the great 12, 1310.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
John
Notice Is hereby given that
Pulling it open, he brought to light buy these cattle with avidity while the
I derived from Foley's Kidney
13 Jan 18
Dec
N.
who,
M.,
W.
of
a fragment of embroidered work, and heavy fat steers shown at the Interna- good
Cherryvale,
Grimes,
Remedy, which I used for a bad case
a diminutive scrap of paper on which tional were purchased
of kidney trouble. Five bottles did on May 5, 1909. made Homestead Enreluctantly.
was penciled: "Remember the hour
Most of the eastern show feeders are the work most effectively and proved try, No. 010006, for SE 4,
Section
7:30." Nothing more.
feeding for form. The western feeders to me beyond doubt It Is the most re- 9, Township 16 N., Range 21 E N. A Reliable Remedy
It was enough sufficient.
are feeding for meat. The western liable kidney medicine I have ever M.
FOR
P. Meridian, has filed notice or
Quickly responsive to his ring, a man is making a profit while the taken." O. G. Schaefer and Red
to make Final Commutation
Intention
smiling young lady opened the door.
eastern feeder is out of pocket on ev- Cross Drug Co. ,
"You are the worthy young manf ery load he feeds.
Proof, to establish claim to the land
she decided, before he had time to
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
above described, before Robt L. M
Ely's Cream Balm
speak. "You are so prompt It would
BROMO Quinine Ross, U. S. Court Commissioner, at
Take LAXATIVE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
is quickly absorbed. .
have helped me out finely if my plans
Gives Relief at Once.
Tablets. Druggists refund money if It Las Vegas, N. M., on the 20th dr.v
hadn't gone wrong."
(Not Coal Land)
It cleanses, aonthna
tails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signa- - of January, 1911.
"Your plans T"
heals and Droteeta
of the Interior, U. b. ture Is on each box. 25c,
as
witnesses:
names
Department
Claimant
she
the diseased mem"Yes;"
admitted, a twinkle in
brane reSUltini?c from Cniarr,
J- -l
her eye. "You see, we were going to Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Dec.
.
muu uxivea
12
awav
ldlO.
aCoid in thflTTnl n;ni.i t..i
have a curiosity party, and I was gothe Senses of Taste and Smell. Pull size
Notice is hereby given that Herbert
ing to introduce you as my offering.
ou cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Of course, it's all too ridiculous for Smith, ,of Gonzales, N. M., who, on
Cream Balm for usa in
- nr liquid
but
your ad. struck me as October 26, 1909, made Homestead
anything;
66
Warren Street New York.
Ely Brothers,
so odd I simply couldn't resist But
Entry Serial No. 012004, for Lots 1
the party has fallen through at the and
2 and S 2 NE
Section 2,
last moment. Wait a moment and I'll
16
21
N. M. P.
N.,
E.,
Range
Township
reward."
CHICHESTER PILLS
get your
"Wait!" broke out Lysdon. "It's a Meridian, has filed notice of intention
VICINITY
a
has
healthful-nes- s
climate
of
unsurpassed
2"HIS
rrrL?' ?"",..?r ""Mint
poor conundrum that hasn't two solu- to make Final Commutation Proof,
without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300
- ... . nti ana uold
tions. Listen to mine.
P
feS:
rSw V
to establish claim to the land above
wi.jiur
days of sunshine in the year.
viner.
of ,,
"I don't need the reward "
XT.
M.
before
L.
Robt
The
water
Ross,
described,
is
mounabundant
and
furnished
supply
,
by
pure,'
for S5;
r,1-'J"Then why your advertisement in
...-i.- ."
S. Court Commissioner, at Las Vetain streams or from wells of no great depth.
the Herald?"
SOLDBYDRUGiS
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen Inches, aver"Well, what I really wanted was an gas, N. M., on the 20th day of Jan
excuse, and "
uary, 1911.
age, occurring principally In July and August
"An excuse!" echoed the girl. "1
Claimant names as witnesses:
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generaldon't understand. I'm afraid I'm comBartholomew B. Schweiger, of Cherloam especially retentive of moisture.
ly
sandy
promising myself by listening to this." ryvale, N. M., John W. Grimes, of
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere else
"Not at all," answered Lysdon. "I've
wnere conditions are equally good.
a few weeks more in college, and I Cherryvale, N. M., George A. HumphCrops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat potatoes, corn and
promised the old man I wouldn't send rey, of Shoemaker, N. M., Manuel D.
for any more funds to carry me A. Maes, of Gonzales, N. M.
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
V
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
through. I've tried my best but it
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, lj proving to be sucwon't hold out That ad. was just a Dec 13 Jan 18
cessful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
diversion. Now as to the excuse;
An
irrigation
system to cover many thousand acres surroundI've missed your party; why not you
ing the city Is now being constructed.
take in mine?"
A Reliable Cough Medicine
"Your party? I know of no sach
Mining developments In the adjacent mountains are showevent."
Is a valuble family friend. Foley's
ing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality It
"It's like this," Lysdon went- on Honey and Tar fulfills this condition
quarried nearby.
briskly; "the old folks live at Ledg-mo- exactly. Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent
six miles beyond the car line. St., Eaaton,
Pa., states: "Several
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
I'll phone to Tenny to run down with members of my family have been cured
Stock raising is a profitable business.
the auto and I'll take yon out to dine of bad coughs and colds by the use
with mother and myself. That will be of Foley's Honey and Tar and I am
A great natural pleasure ground abounds
In this
National
a working excuse. I'll get the money. never without a bottle in the house,
with
its
its
Forest
scenery,
trout
grand
streams
and
11
game.
big
and
Irritation
soothes
relieves
the
it
Shall I phone at once?"
Beautiful mountain resorts wl thin easy access of the city are
The party of the second part rum- in the throat and loosens up the cold.
I have always found it a reliable
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
man inated a moment.
THE OPTICS
cough cure." O. G. Schaefer and
"Yes," she decided.
Cross Drug Co.
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Topics From Little Old New York

PRETTY

New York, Jan. 6. The prompt trial on the scene they found that the fire
and conviction of two Italian kidnap- - had originated In some mysterious
Pers and blackmailers In this city has manner In the lower steel vault and
given general satisfaction and it is had worked its way Into the ' vault
hoped that the severity of the sen above. Heavy steel doors with combl
tenee in both cases will have a salu antion locks confronted the firemen
ATTORNPv
tary and deterring effect upon othe and to get at the fire they had to be
DUNLAVY
members of the altogether too numer come
It took them
MISS GENEVIEVE
HAR.
ous fraternity ot the Black Hand fully two hours to batter down the
""SON HIS BRIDE
Judging from the exierience of the lower door and nearly as long for the
......
,1
K'
year ll f iin ri n n
upper. Even then they could not
a e N. M.. Jan! K a
tion of tha Italian
xt...
reach
the seat of the fire until they
,,iai
"
.
vul1!n.
a 4 o'clock yes- - Yorh wns to be making a liviug by had broken the Inner steel doors of
I
aay afternoon when no. n
blackmail " hii.i " v'" HWU
UCUO
,,
wgngcu 111 the varioua compartments.
T
I tbat
.Harrison. danHto.
nefarlnin. hnfnQo ..ri0h iv
r- na
C. O. Harrison,
waJvk;im and are living in constant Almost
be found In
married to Atfoney Melvln T. Dun- - ,enr of valence from the blackmail New York anything may
and it has been a sore dis
w uus vuy. ijoth ftr w WAn ing rraternltv. - Trivaira
hnVA
vhn
,
New
"
appointment to thoroughbred
Known and popular in Santa R. nti visited Italy
during th nrspnt
Yorkers everytlme the bonea of some
ciety and the wedding excited un- - say that pubUc safety
throughout big prehistoric animal were found In
usuju mierest. The ceremony was Italy has become greatly improved, some
part of the country, that no
performed by the Rev. E. C. Andor-- Thta is not at all Burorislna- in view such bones
were ever found In their
son of Las Vegae,
formerly of this of',he fact that a Iaree number of beloved Gotham.
It was with great
cuy, assisted by the Rev. B. p. Sum- - tne Wor3t Kalian criminals has
s
satisfaction that the people of this
of this city, at St. John's Me- - grated to thi country, most of them
city recived the neiws the other day
thodist Episcopal church.
finding a safe and a profitable field that the
skeleton of a
Following the wedding a reception in thls cit-v- real dinosaur had been, found imbed- waa tendered the bridal
dwed in the rocks of the Palisades
party at the
home of the bride's
The Patrns of one of the Brooklyn opposite 155th street.
parents on East
Judging from
Palace avenue.
theaters,, where the most blood-curd- the size of the bones scientists figMr. and Mrs.
Dunlavy left last ling tWers in the line of melodramas ure that the antediluvian
animal,
are on the bill evervr nieht. were treat. which
evening on a weddinsr
hmn
J
'
belonged to the lizard family
ed to an exciting scene which waa was from
Denver, and on their return here
thirty to forty feet long and
they
win reside at their new home on not on tne program and for which fifteen to eighteen feet high when it
New York avenue.
they had to pay no extra fee. One lazily crawled over Manhattan Island
of
n
the Principal actors, some say also a few million years ago.
Among the
"at
guests
est and moet natural, in the show
the wedding were Wilbur Dunlavy of
3 an old timDer wolf, which did
wiiiaro:; Mr. and Mrs. Preston Dun- It is not often that newsboys
behind a thin wire net, "break" into the society columns of
lavy. of Mountainalr and Harry Bow- - lta stunt
almost invisible fro mthe audience in the newpapers. It is true that there
man, of Clovis.
the subdued light on the stage. Dur- - are quite a number of men in high
ing one of the performances the wolf, financial and social standing in this
TERRIBLE TRAIN OF TROUBLES tired
of its confinement, broke down country who 'began their career selling
LAtoe Charles,
La. Mrs. E. Four- - the net and leaped into the
newspapers, but, as a rule, they were
516 Kirby street, says: "The rlum. The
yells and screams of the no longer newsboys when the society
month before I took Cardui, I could spectators frightened the animal and editors first
began to take notice of
hardly walk. I had backache, head- - It tried to get back to the etage. Find their doings. In the case of Edward
ache, pain in my legs, chills, fainting tag its way blocked on every side, the Diestel, a "newsboy," who for many
spells, sick stomach, dragging feel- - wolf became frantic and snapped to years has been selling papers in front
ings, and no patience or courage, the right and the left, which greatly of the Knickerbocker hotel, the situa
Since taking Cardui, I have no more increased the scare. Finally a police-pain- tion is different.
Although he has won
can walk as far as I want to, man. "who had heard the turmoil, his way into the society columns by
and feel good all the time." Take fought his way into the midst of the reason of his Impending marriage to
Cardui and be benefited by the pecu- - panic stricken crowd and, slnglehand- - a handsome and wealthy society girl
liar herb ingredients which bare
"tackled" the wolf. He choked of Perth Amboy, N. J., he is still sell
been found so 'efficient for womanly the animal into submission, but was ing papers at the same old stand.
Ills. Cardui will relieve that back- - badly bitten and scratched in the at- - However, he will give up his business
before his marriage and has already
ache, headache, and all the miserv tempt.
from which you suffer, Just as it ha3
obtained a place as manager of a res
11 Is
done for others, ' Try Cardui.
.quite amusing how some boys taurant.
will take themselves seriously. A boy
I
of twelve, who is the editor of a pub- Burglars are having a gay time, a
SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE nCotiOT1 called "The Bov'a PaDer." regular carnival, in the Bronx.
For
Pierre, &. D.,' Jan.' 5. No United J was plaintiff in a damage suit against weeks 'burglars have been busy in all
States senator is to be elected at the Metrpolltu8treet Railway com parts of the Bronx, but. during Christthe present session of the South Da pany the other day, claiming $10,000 mas week they worked harder than
en- kota legislature, but it'J expected for Injuries received by being run ever. During that one week they
and
houses
more
than
tered.
some
car
the
time
twenty
cros&town
a
taken
down
be
during
by
that action will
valued in
winter on many matters of state im- last year. In the course of the hear- stores and stole property
more
$10,000.
than
at
the
he
whether
aggregate
asked
waa
portance. Amendment of, the primary ing the boy
been
to
have
stores
Even
supposed
The
boy,
his
wrote
for
roads
legislation,
publication.
election laws, good
were
watchmen,
watched
Inand
private
by
witness
who made an excellent
and a constitutional amendment
and to robbed. Strange to eay not a single
creasing the number of signatures answered all questions clearly
one-o- f
the victims ever caught a
moment
not hesitate a
required for submission of ia law the point, did
withof the intruders and nobody
he
glimipse
answer.
said,
"No,"
tinder the initiative and referendum with his
to
able
is
give a description of the
"I
smile.
a
accept
on
the
of
out
Items
the
ghost
are among the principal
Neither the regor
burglars.
e
burglar
fiction."
only
legislative program.
ular police force nor the detectives
The firemen in the down business stationed in the Bronx district have
of the
district had a rather unusual exper been aible to find any trace
TIZ-F-or
of the
ience the other day, when a fire broke malefactors and the residents
the
what
themselves
are
Bronx
asking
out in two vaults in the Metropolitan
for
is
good
on
Park
department
police
Fire Insurance building
Place. When the fireemn arrived up- Sweaty
Smelly,
Swollen,
Aching,
Tired,
Feet? Corns, Callouses or
sec. 13 and 14 twp. 16 R 23. ConsidUse TIZ. It's Sure,
$200.
eration
Certain
Quick and
U. S. A. to John Marion Howe
REALTY REPORT
April 19, 1905, 160 acres in sec. 22
twp. 16 R 23.
Andres Santlstevan
TJ. S. A. to
New York, Jan. 5 Without in the
sec.
Quiteria Baca de Jaramillo to Rev. November 10, 1903, 160 acres in
June 13, twp. 16 R. 23.
least disparaging the beauty of cloth
Enrique Pablo Maria de Guillar
October
3o. ConsidM.
Howe
to
TJ.
Nellie
A.
Precinct
S.
in
as a material for costumes, there is
land
9, 1896,
26, 1908, 160 acres In sec. Id, twp. lb cause for rejoicing In the (revival of
eration $25.
Edward E. Johnson to Nels C. 23.
velvets for tailor made gowns. Velin PreTrustees Town of Las Vegae to
Kier, Dec. 23, 1910, 21 acres
vet or velveteen is quite the season's
Candido Polaco, September 9, 1310,
cinct 30. Consideration $3,720.
road.
fad, and for a most welcome form of
W. B. Martin, jr., et ux to Joseph 160 acres near Mora
Placlta
to
trimming, as the two together look
et
als
Juan Pablo Lopez,
19, 16,
Parker, Oct. 19, 1909, W.
and comfortable, fur cannot be
Los
in
land
cozy
1909,
17,
Co.,
Ranch
July
$5,120.
Most
TIZ
The
surpassed. Skunk and velvet make
You Will Enjoy Using
Modesto Aragon ,et ux to School Alamos.
Triea
Ever
You
a happy blending, and, the costumes
Vicente
to
et
als
Sanchez
Pleasant Remedy
Antqnio
flitsrict No. 56, Dec. 17, 1910,
Works
It
of the moment being somewhat severe
and Moreover
acres in sec 15 and 22 twp. 18, R. U. F. Martinez et ux to December si,
in outline, an edging of rough, bristl
5.
Considera
1908, land in precinct
and a Consideration $1.
relief
instant
quite a natural accomis
ing fur seema
here
to
last
At
tion.
'
Trustees Town of Las Vegas
sore
for
The only drawto
them.
remedy
1910, land in
Vicente F. Martinez et ux to Joe paniment
lasting permanent
more Juan Aragon, March 9,
No
fur as a trimis
that
feet
tired
6.
Consideramore
perhaps,
back,
Fidel land in precinct
feet No
San Miguel county.
bad
swollen,
somewhat
more
is
expensive, as one
ming
aching feet No
Gem E. Tingles, et ux to August t. tion $420.
corns.
more
cut
to
No
not
M.
up costly furs
does
feet
ux
J.
to
'care,
Andres Santlstevan et
Bir.elllng. sweaty
Dec. 6, 1910, lots 1 and 2,
more callous-es- . Zummach,
bands.
narrow
No
to
form
sec.
acres
in
bunions.
160
more
Co.
1908,
16,
Howe April
No
or blk. 20, S. M. Townaite
In addition to appearing as a bord
no matter what alia your feet
13, twp. 16 R. 23. Consideration $200.
$1.
slderation
wlth-rttitried
on tunics and on coats, fur is
sun
er
to
you've
Las
the
Vegas
what under
Town
. ' of Las Vegas to Trustees Town of
X . II. i. v. i
2
11
relief. Just use TIZ.
also
1910
extensively used for collars, cuffs
Dec.
21,
sec.
acres
LeGuillan
60
io, Henry
for nfttmln Zimmerman,
anything
unlike
and
wristlets, and even sashes for
TIZ la totally
acrea in San Miguel county.
It's 16. 17.
v.
and
vou ever heard of.
evening wear are made of
to
Rev,
day
Jaramillo
de
G.
Alarcon
Quiteria Baca
Kontnr Alarcon to Jose
made
ever
the fur is veiled, and
Sometimes
iv foot remedy
k
160.30 sec. 31, 13 E. Le Guillan April 26, 1898, land in it.
of draw-to- g December 10, 1910,
worn by a child of
ermine
coat,
an
principal
on
the
acta
which
precinct 35.
17. Consideration $1.
was of this handsome
three
years,
Deed
out all the poisonous exudatlona
Claim
6,
Alarcon
Quit
July
TJ. S. A. to Nestor
e
Powders and
in
-- v.,
M,,B sore feet
Simon Garcia et ux to Cecilio Gar melt entirely veiled
160.30 acres In sec. 31,
1908,
the
chit
and
up
velvet
of
Dresses
clog
chiffon.
in
acres
merely
remedies
160
other
TJ. S. A. to Jose G. Alarcon, July 8, cla November 5, 1909,
rr.T
ithfm out and
i
and
furs
with
laces,
fon, intermingled
San Miguel county.
pores, ii"
160.30 acres in sec. 31,
w
It worica right off. 1908,
form a beautiful ensemble- It is
A. Howe,
of
Water
i ,om clean.
John
Declaration
Rights
to
Martinez
fl.t Juliana 23.
that suits Parisian women and
23,
December
style
in
als
et
158.50
acres
I.
Bacharach
1910,
and Mnwmher
week
a
it
Use
brings out the beet points of their
time its used.
sec. 26 and 23 twp 15 R. 24. Consid- 1910.
ever naa
1910.
you
physical charms.
can
Nov.
forget
21,
I. Bacharach et als,
you
that can eration $425.
Black velvet costumes are in high
Marlon
Posesslon
to
John
of
There is nothing on earth
Title
Jose Maria Aguilar
Is for sale at
TIZ
for both matrons and maids,
favor
with
1886.
it
156.66 acres
Sencion Arguello, June 17,
compare
box oi di- Howe, November 9, 1908,
cents
per
are
25
extremely becoming to both,
and
Possession
24.
15
druggists
R
Declaration of
Luther in 6ec. 35 twp.
rect
Walter
from
as
wish
they do soft backgrounds
If you
Maties Baca, March 17, 1884, land making
Mfs. Chester V. Sever to John M.
For sale by
.
and lines of youth, and
roses
Co-- . Chicago.
the
for
&
in
in precinct 35.
Dodge
Howe, September 9, 1910, 160 acres
all druggists.
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also for the snowy hair that comes
with advancing years- - Colored velvets, ribbed and plain, are also pop
ular with those who love pretty
things, and few are satisfied unless
they have costumes of both kinds.
In spite of the cold weather
fashion 'demands tbat petticoats and
other intimate nether garments must
be summery and light, quite as fra
gile as lace blouses and the rest.
women in Paris are
Fashionable
petti
wearing
coats of softest liberty or chiffon, fine
as a cobweb. Such petticoats take up
practically no room, and will be worn
and cloth gowns
velvet
under
winter.
the
They certainthroughout
ly seem out of place in winter tlmi,
but those who wish to dress according to the whims of fashion will adopt
them or die in the attempt Whei-extra warmth is required, knicker
bockers of soft satdn are to be used
over the silk combination.
This year the decollete effects ha ?e
exceeded all previous records. The
newest enlng frocks are practicalV
ly without backs, so deep is the
bodice
the
of
line
narrow
the
and so
de
seen at each side. The
colletage is the most fashionable, but
occasionally one sees what is called
back, which displays a
a
and a maximum
bodice
minimum of
of back. In front the cut is proportionately low and in many cases not
a vestige of sleeve is apparent. As
there is a fad just now for drawing
off the long gloves during the even
flat-pleate-

sun-raye- d

ing, the bare effect is frequently
rather startling. A woman in a box
at the opera the other night wore
a pink chiffon gown trimmed with
black marten fur. A line of the fur
crossed the bodice at its upper edge
squarely across the fronj; and extended in a straight line out over
the middle of the forearm, a little
sleeve of chiffon extending from this
fur line to the elbow. How this
bodioe was kept on was a mystery.
Another daring discolletage is the
transparent bodice, the .other bodice
of chiffon being laid over veilings of
d
tulle, not really entirely
transparent, but with a startling appearance of being so. A bodice of
that sort was Illustrated in a costume
by Beer, which was seen the other
day at a fashionable function. The
costume was of velvet of the new
Japanese red shade, a deep, rich
tone, between claret and flame. The
skirt trailed at the back in a little
square train, but was draped up in
flesh-colore-

front to show the petticoat of
chiffon flounces, the chiffon
being in a faint pink shade, which
harmonized well with the red of the
velvet. The pink chiffon bodice, folded simply in surplice style across the
shoulders, was laid over three thicknesses of pink tulle, and the effect
was extraordinary, as if the chiffon
surplice were draped over the bare
flesh of stioulders back and bosom.
The pearl embroidery softened the
joining of chiffon and velvet and the
dark line of fur on the sleeves was
most artistic.
Evening gowns are beautiful this
winter. The lines are so simple,
youthful and artistic and fabrics are
so rich in texture and color that it
is a pleasure to study them. Although,
elaborate trimmings are used, these
rich garnitures show up well on the
extremely simple lines of the gowns,
and in many cases the trimmings are
veiled with ewathlngs of chiffon.
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
d

No married Roman's happiness is
without children; . she
complete
yearns with the deeper longings of
her nature for the joys of motherhood. But women who bear children
should prepare for the coming of
baby by properly caring for their
physical systems. Mother's Frieni
Is the expectant mother's greatest help. It is a remedy which prepares tfc.i
muscles and tendons for the unusual strain, renders the ligaments supple an 1
elastic, aids In expanding the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all th3
membranes and tissues. It is especially valuable where the breasts are troublesome from swelling and congestion, and its regular use will lessen the paia
ana danger when the little one
comes. Women who use Mother's
Friend are assured of passing the
crisis with safety. It is for sale at
drug stores, write for free book
for expectant mothers.
.
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Cod Fish absolutely boneless, in strips,
finest fish cured, per lb. 25c

All, high grade tonics used ftt
ette's barber shop.

the

BOYE NEEDLE THREADER

package

1

Clean, hot towel, each and
shave, at Sanitary Barber
Nagle & Buhler.

FISH TENDERLOIN

Will

every
Shop.

The Las Vegas grant board did not
complete its work yesterday and held
another session this morning.

Absolutely free from bones,' 2 lb., wood slide
cover box, for 35c

A Wonder Worker for 25c

Nol- -

sign
Automobile, carriage and
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

"SNOWFLAKE"
lb.

Fancy Stock, absolutely boneless,
for 20c

smsi s

rlV' Needle
J Threader

.

M

'

.

'

ALE

.

I

We ' place on sale

a Necdlt iu the Dark

today a lot of men's
stiff bosom shirts in
a large number of
patterns. Neat figures
and stripes, all good
styles, short bosoms,

Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld

just what you want

during thiscold weather. Not all sizes of
one kind, but all sizes
in the lot, sizes 14 to 17.

assistant chief

the Bureau of Safe Trans- SEVENTY-TWOHA- D
The Harmony club will meet to- portation of Explosives and other
CsT
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Dangerous Materials, will be here on
Mrs. J. H. Swallow, 713 Sixth street the evening of January 30 and wil
-AT
make an address to Santa Fe" emThe Ladies' Altar sociaty of the ployes and other persons intermit 3d
West side will give a social at Mack-el'- s in the handling and transportation of
THE STORE
will be
Mr. Carleton
hall, Friday evening. Admission explosives.
of the Santa
2 Sc.
under
the
here
auBpIces
Phone Main 193 or main 194
Fe. He will speak at several other
OLDEST NIMROD WAS 78 AND
A marriage license was granted cities on the New Mexico division. It
YOUNGEST 13 LICENSES
We throw in a lot of golf
at the court house this morning to is likely arrangements will be madi tc
EXPIRED1
HAVE
Victorlana Ortega, 24, Chaperito, and have him speak in the Y. M. C. A.
up to $1.25
hall. Several Las Vegas merchants,
Pedro Blea, 25, Springer.
same
price.
All sorts and conditions of men enincluding the big wholesale house?,
FOR SALE A well established and carry explosives. To them and their joyed the pleasures of the hunt in
and employes Mr. Carleton's lecture will San Miguel county last year as is
splendid paying mercantile
De shown
be Instructive and Interesting.
Colfax
in
business
county.
hotel
by the information gained by
See Harris Real Estate Co.
spite the length of his title Mr. Carle Deputy Game Warden Lorenzo Delton is said to be an interesting gado. A description of the persons
.
Boots and shoes made to order for speaker.
"A Square Deal"
to whom licenses to hunt are grant
ed is required and Mr. Delgado has
cripples a specialty. My old customWhile In Santa Fe Saturday, Presi- these on file at his office. Weight,
ers and the public are generally invited to call and see me. Joe Mar- dent Frank H. H. Roberts of the New height, age and color of the hair and
Mexico Normal University and John
tin 621 Sixth street.
eyes is required. This enables the
C. Baker, professor of sicence in that
deputy game wardens and others to
will
call upon C. E. ascertain whether the persons they
Miss Pita Sena, daughter of Judge institution,
and Mrs. Trinidad Sena, was yester- Linney. the United States weather find hunting in the country are the
day operated upon for appendicitis observer, and endeavor to make rightful owners of the licenses they
at a sanitarium on the Weet side. arrangements with him for flying present.
the weather flags from the Normal
Her condition is reported as
Last year Mr. Delgado issued 72
building- Recently the Normal was licenses. A- - M. Thurlow is the old
made the officials volunteer observer est man in the county who carried
The a
There will be services held at for Las Vegas and viicnity.
gun and followed a dog last year,
Temple Monteflore, Douglas avenue weather flags that were used by Dr. He is 78 years of age. Elijah Hooker
and Ninth street, Friday night at 8 W. C. Baily, the former observer, is the tallest man who stalked the
... ..
Sabbath however, have not been transferred trail of large and small game. The
o'clock
and preceding
be
effort
An
Normal.
10
to
the
o'
at
may
school, Saturday morning
top of his head Is removed from the
clock. All are cordially Invited to at made, too, to secure some additionsoles of his feet by six feet and two
as
wind Inches of bone and muscle.
al instruments,
such
tend.
Clare
guages.
jKoogler Is the shortest person hold
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bally yesterday
ing a hunting license. He Is just five
131.
men and feet tall with his shoes on.
Some of the business
removed from the DeSoto H. Grant
Wayland
home on Fifth street to apart- photographers have raised a big kick Koogler is the youngest possessor of
ments in the Jobe flats, 1117 Douglas because of the presence of a man in a license to shoot wild animalsREGULAR PRICE
He
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